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Trust is an important concept for understanding economic, political and social activities and is correlated with various measures of economic performance. It adds greater flexibility in responding to changing environmental conditions, in reducing risk and in promoting coordination. While trust is not a necessary condition for the formation of strong dyadic relationships, it enhances the set of attainable opportunities by the two parties and thus is a desirable relational quality. In the current economic literature on trust and trustworthiness, most attention has been given to studying their impact on various economic performance measures and to identifying their determinants. However, it remains unclear how people decide whom to trust as well as when and why they trust strangers. Given Smith’s (1981) observation that an expansion of the market is necessary for nations to prosper, examining how trust facilitates and is fostered in formal institutions such as markets appear crucial for understanding economic development.

While it is not a contentious claim to make that trust is present in all (if not most) human exchange, scholars, public intellectuals and everyday citizens seem to reject the notion
that the markets can have ameliorative effect on our social relationships. The economy and society are embedded within each other, so it should not conceptually be a stretch to recognize that our economic interactions can also shape our social preferences and behavior, just as how our social interactions can mold our economic preferences and behavior. In fact, these critics and skeptics tend to only focus on the harmful and destructive effects markets can have on our local and global communities and how the expansion of the market and market values taint our relationships and the goods being exchanged, while ignoring their beneficial influences. This dissertation attempts to dispel these fears and examines how the market can foster trust and trustworthiness. In particular, it focuses on how market activities and interactions can foster social relationships based on trust and trustworthiness.

Critics of markets have asserted that markets undermine morality and that market dealings are unfair and corrupting. In their perspective, the expansion of the market and market values taint the nature of the goods being exchanged and the relationships between the parties to the deal. The first chapter, titled, “Can Trust, Reciprocity, and Friendship Survive Contact with the Market?,” gives reasons to suspect this critique of markets and attempts to push back against these complaints. It argues that the market is a social arena where individuals not only pursue their material goals but also exercise their moral selves; after all, meaningful social bonds characterized by trust and trustworthiness can and do develop in market settings. The market depends on and promotes trust and trustworthiness as well as fairness and reciprocity and these values, as suggested by experimental economic evidence, play important roles in successful market exchanges.

The second chapter, titled, “The Emergence of Social Relationships in Markets: An Experimental Analysis,” investigates how social ties characterized by trust and reciprocity can be established through market transactions and if these relations affect
subsequent behavior in non-market settings. Social capital theory has stressed how 
individuals benefit in the market from investment in social ties but how market activity 
and behavior affect social ties has been underexplored. We use a novel two-task 
experimental design in which subjects are placed in a market setting (where several 
features of real world markets are retained but where defection rates are expected to be 
high) and then a trust setting (where key information about their former trading 
partners is retained). Individuals display significantly higher levels of trust and 
reciprocity to those with whom they share “positive” relationships; senders and 
responders transfer 50% more tokens to counterparts with whom they share 
relationships characterized by successful market trades compared to those with whom 
they share relationships characterized by defected market trades.

The third chapter, titled, “The Market as a Process to Discover Whom to Trust,” builds 
on work within Austrian economics concerning the market as a discovery process 
(Hayek 1945; Lavoie 1986) and on the market as a social space (Storr 2008; Chamlee-
Wright and Storr 2015). Using evidence from the experimental and Austrian economic 
literature, we argue that the market is a space where people learn about who they can 
trust and about others’ trustworthiness through market interactions.
1. CAN TRUST, RECIPROCITY, AND FRIENDSHIP SURVIVE CONTACT WITH THE MARKET?¹ ²

1. Introduction

The market is a tool. It is a social machine that links prospective buyers with prospective sellers. It is a social arena where prospective buyers compete with one another to secure the goods and services that they desire, and where prospective sellers compete with each other to attract customers for their wares. If a buyer and a seller agree on the terms of the trade (including the price), the buyer gives the seller something of value (for example, money or a money equivalent) in exchange for the good or service that the seller is offering. Buyers succeed in the market when they secure the goods and services that they want at the price that they are willing to pay (when the utility they gain from the good is greater than the utility that they gain from what they must give up to purchase the good). Sellers succeed in the market when the selling price is greater than the cost (when they earn a profit).


² This chapter is co-authored with Virgil Henry Storr.
Like any tool, the market can be used for good or for ill. A hammer can be used by a carpenter to build a house and can also be used by the murderer to crack the skull of his victim. A computer can be used to do homework and can be used to bully a classmate. A radio can be used to transmit vital information about evacuation routes in the hours before a major storm and can be used to direct armed militia intent on genocide to their next victims. In each of these cases, it would be a mistake to praise or blame the tool for the praiseworthy or blameworthy purposes that they were used to advance. Instead, in each of the cases above, it is the person and their purposes and not the tool that should be praised or blamed. The same is true of the market. The market can be used to buy books, food and homes, and it can also be used to purchase sex and illicit drugs.

Nonetheless, individuals must often have certain skills or be in possession of certain knowledge in order to effectively use certain tools. To effectively wield a hammer to hit a desired object with a desired level of force, you must have a minimum level of strength and hand–eye coordination. To effectively use a computer to accomplish a particular function, you must possess a certain level of computing knowledge. Moreover, the more that you use a tool to perform a certain function, the more facility you gain with the tool and the more dexterous you become with it. In the case of social tools, the skills that you are likely to develop are social skills, and some of these social skills are socially relevant moral habits or virtues.
The market, then, is a social arena where individuals not only pursue their material goals but also exercise their moral selves. The goods and services that market participants desire and offer, the trading partners with whom they are willing to exchange, and the manner in which they conduct themselves during their market dealings, are all shaped at least in part by their morality. Moreover, to the extent that market participants prefer to deal with certain kinds of people and demand to be treated a certain way by would-be trading partners, success in the market will incentivize actors to exhibit certain character traits.

In related work, Storr discusses the moral teachings of the market, that is, the moral sentiments individuals are likely to acquire and develop as they engage in the market (Storr, forthcoming). As he writes, “For the market to promote vice it would have to expose us to circumstances where vice received praise and was thought to be praiseworthy, where the individuals that we encountered were relatively more vicious than the individuals we tended to encounter in other contexts, and where we were rewarded for immoral behavior. None of this appears to be the case in the market” (Ibid.). Rejecting the notion that the market is amoral or that it has negative moral consequences, Storr argues that the market is a moral teacher that tends to punish vices and reward virtue. It places them in circumstances where they are forced to interact with diverse others in a way where they have to be concerned with their desires. Moreover, not only can social bonds survive their contact with the market without being corrupted,
but the market can encourage the development of meaningful social bonds (Storr 2009).

As such, the market makes individuals morally better people.

This is, of course, not a novel view: as McCloskey writes, “Capitalism has not corrupted our souls. It has improved them” (McCloskey 2006, 23). It is also not an uncontroversial view: for instance, it has been argued that markets can destroy individual judgment and conduct (Veblen 1988; Falk and Szech 2013), weaken societal and corporate morality (Marx 1872; Shleifer 2004), hurt altruism and cooperation (Bowles 1998), and have unintended adverse effects on social norms and informal institutions (Frey and Oberholzer-Gee 1997; Deci, Koestern and Ryan 1999; Falk and Kosfeld 2006; Sandel 2012). This chapter is an attempt to push back against these complaints and to further the argument that the market is a moral teacher. Specifically, we argue that the market depends on and promotes trust and trustworthiness as well as fairness and reciprocity. Additionally, we argue that the market is an arena where meaningful social bonds characterized by trust and trustworthiness can and do develop.

Summarizing the arguments offered by Michael Sandel, Section 2 briefly engages a common but often persuasive critique leveled against the market that market dealings are unfair and corrupting. Sections 3 and 4 use evidence from the experimental literature to highlight the important roles that trust and trustworthiness, as well as fairness and

---

3 See also Hirschman (1977) and Zak (2008). For additional discussions on this view, see Storr (2009), Langrill and Storr (2012) and Brennan (2016).
reciprocity, are likely to play in successful market exchanges. Section 5 explores the	ontion that injecting market values into social relationships is necessarily damaging to
those relationships and argues, as has been suggested elsewhere, that the market is a
social space where meaningful social bonds can and do develop. Section 6 offers
concluding remarks.

2. The market’s moral limits

Michael Sandel has argued that markets undermine morality and, in particular, worries
about the recent expansion of markets and market values (Sandel 2012, 7). Although he
believes that an increase in greed has undoubtedly accompanied this “market
triumphalism,” the most worrisome consequences of this growth of markets has been
“the expansion of markets, and of market values, into spheres of life where they don’t
belong” (Ibid., 7). There are perverse moral consequences, he argues, associated with our
moving to a world “where everything is up for sale.” Specifically, as Sandel (Ibid., 64)
explains, “markets leave their mark on social norms. Often, market incentives erode or

---

4 Sandel’s view is not all that different than the arguments advanced by Alasdair Mcintyre (2007):
“the tradition of virtues is at variance with central features of the modern economic order and
more especially its individualism, its acquisitiveness, and its elevation of the market to a central
social place” (Ibid., 254). Mcintyre worries that the profit motive and competition, both essential
elements of the market, undermine virtue.
crowd out nonmarket incentives.” Moreover, Sandel argues that markets in certain goods and services under certain scenarios are likely to be unfair and corrupting.

As Sandel explains, “the fairness objection points to the injustice that can arise when people buy and sell things under conditions of inequality or dire economic necessity” (Ibid., 111). This suggests that market exchanges are not always fully voluntary and that desperation can force people to buy or sell goods and services that otherwise they would not buy or sell if they were in less dire economic circumstances. “Market choices,” Sandel (Ibid., 112) explains, “are not free choices if some people are desperately poor or lack the ability to bargain on fair terms. So in order to know whether a market choice is a free choice, we have to ask what inequalities in the background conditions of society undermine meaningful consent.” Think here of the child forced to work in a sweatshop, the woman forced into prostitution, and the man forced to sell an organ, because each is extremely poor; think also of the indigenous producer of some export commodity in the developing world who is not able to bargain for fairer terms for her product when transacting with her certainly richer and potentially more sophisticated trading partners in the developed world. As Sandel (Ibid., 111) explains, “a peasant may agree to sell his kidney or cornea to feed his starving family, but his agreement may not really be voluntary. He may be unfairly coerced, in effect, by the necessities of his situation.”

In addition to his fairness concerns, Sandel (Ibid.) also worries that market relationships can be corrupting in some circumstances, an objection that “points to the degrading
effect of market valuation and exchange on certain goods and practices. According to this objection, certain moral and civic goods are diminished or corrupted if bought and sold.” This suggests that giving away certain goods and services can be morally neutral or even virtuous while exchanging the same goods and services for money can be morally problematic. This also suggests that introducing money into certain relationships can pervert or poison those relationships. Think here of the monetization of certain activities, like sex in the case of prostitution, which many view as being inherently degrading to both the buyer and the seller. Think also of the sister who charges her brother for doing a favor and the attempt to buy a friendship rather than earning it; both types of relationships, according to Sandel, would be damaged by the introduction of market dealings. He also mentions the selling of blood, which he claims ends up reducing rather than increasing the availability of blood relative to the current system that relies on donations.

Sandel, thus, suggests that certain transactions are likely to be unfair or corrupting because of either the nature of the goods being exchanged or the relationships between the parties to the deal. In a sense, Sandel’s claims are not controversial. Going where you do not belong is bound to have perverse consequences or at least unfortunate or unhappy consequences. There are, however, reasons to worry about his claims. For instance, whether or not Sandel draws the line correctly around where the market should and should not go remains an unsettled question. Moreover, his rationale for
drawing the boundaries where he does draw them is arbitrary at best and appears to be based on tradition or his subjective perception that certain goods ought to be widely available and that certain goods should not be for sale.

However, even if we were to accept Sandel’s claims, several key questions remain unanswered. First, what is the moral character of market transactions and values when they occur in spheres where, in his perspective, they do belong—that is, where the exchange is truly voluntary and the good is not corrupted by being sold? Are market transactions involving the appropriate goods or the injection of market values between appropriate parties also likely to be unjust and corrupting? Second, are injustice and corruption the only possible, likely, or even dominant morally relevant outcomes of transacting in goods that “should not be traded” and of transactions between individuals who “should not trade” with one another? Is it possible that engaging in market activity and adopting market values can be virtuous even when they occur where and when they should not occur?

The next section attempts to answer these questions, albeit indirectly. Markets, we argue, depend on, as well as engender, trust and trustworthiness, and fairness and reciprocity. Absent trust and trustworthiness, market transactions can become prohibitively costly, and absent fairness and reciprocity, market transactions can become prohibitively uninviting. Moreover, rather than corrupting social bonds, markets benefit from and can encourage the emergence of meaningful social friendships.
3. Trust and trustworthiness in market dealings

By trust we mean the belief that others will not betray us and might even act beneficently towards us in uncertain or risky situations when they are not required to do so and when it is not in their short-term interest to do so (Foddy and Yamagishi 2009). To be trustworthy is to prove deserving of trust by keeping your promises and not betraying confidences or commitments. There is a great deal of research that speaks to the important roles that trust and trustworthiness play in economic activity as well as how economic activity can engender trust and trustworthiness.

Economic agents are said to have either game-theoretic or preference-based reasons to trust (in any context). The former equates trust with an individual’s prior belief that his opponent will act cooperatively in a repeated game. The latter motivation (that is, preference-based reasons) presupposes that individuals have preferences for fairness and cooperation. Here, individuals trust anonymous partners even in one-shot games because they expect the same behavior from them. Together, they suggest that markets depend on and engender trust.

The idea that markets depend on trust is not new. As Arrow explained, “virtually every commercial transaction has within itself an element of trust, certainly any transaction conducted over a period of time. It can be plausibly argued that much of the economic backwardness in the world can be explained by the lack of mutual confidence” (Arrow 1972, 357). Studies of prosperous societies highlight the pivotal role of trust in economic
performance (Putnam 1993; Fukuyama 1995; Keefer and Knack 1997; Zak and Knack 2001). For example, La Porta et al. (1997) showed that the proportion of trusting people was negatively correlated with inflation rates and positively correlated with GDP growth across countries. Zak and Knack (2001) found the positive correlation between generalized trust, GDP growth and investment levels. Dyer and Chu (2003) examined whether trust generates economic value and found that the level of supplier trust in a buyer was correlated with greater (confidential) information-sharing between the exchange partners and also resulted in lower (ex post) transaction costs (such as monitoring costs) and substantively better financial performance. Guiso, Sapienza and Zingales (2009) discovered that greater bilateral trust between two countries is associated with higher volumes of trade between the countries. Zaheer et al. (1988) investigated how firm performance is influenced by interpersonal and inter-organizational trust and found that negotiation costs were a function of interpersonal and inter-organizational trust: where interpersonal trust between employees of partner firms was low, inter-organizational trust remained high (low) and accounted for the low negotiation costs. Furthermore, higher trust societies are also associated with other factors that influence economic success like less crime (Wilson 1987), efficient judicial systems (Berggren and Jordahl 2006), high quality government bureaucracies (Putnam 1993), less government intervention (Aghion et al. 2010), as well as less corruption and better financial markets (La Porta et al. 1997; Guiso, Sapienza and Zingales 2004).
Trust matters in a market setting for two main reasons. First, as suggested above, trust has the propensity to lower transaction costs since it can complement and substitute for contractual and bureaucratic mechanisms for cooperation (Gambetta 1998). Firms often devote a large amount of resources while engaging in expensive negotiations before entering business together to screen for unreliable or untrustworthy partners (that is, ex ante and ex post opportunism) (Spence 1973; Williamson 1975; Farmer and Horowitz 2004). Vetting all possible partners each time an individual wishes to engage in trade is costly, however, and conducting business with traders with good reputations (or with whom others have had “good” personal experience) can reduce the uncertainty arising from the risk inherent to the reliability of partners. As such, individuals have incentives to build lasting relationships with trustworthy others. In addition, there are added benefits to forming such relationships. For example, two trusted partners may not need written contracts and, even when there is one, may not need to stipulate every possible contingency. Furthermore, citizens in high-trust societies are less likely to devote a large amount of resources to protect themselves from violations of their property rights or criminal acts, whether they are in the form of private security or bribes.

Second, trust can inspire not only information-sharing between trading partners (and even competitors) but also confidence in the information that is shared. Through information-sharing, trust can shift focus from short-term returns to long-term returns and thereby encourage investment (in physical and human capital), innovation and
specialization. Moreover, entrepreneurs would have more time to engage in ventures and streamline existing processes if they could spend fewer resources on monitoring potential wrongdoings by partners and their employees because they trust them. Additionally, trust can promote greater efficiency by enabling each party to be more flexible in responding to changing market conditions and in reaching a mutually beneficial solution; after all, individuals can be assured that their partners would reciprocate in the future if they compromise first (Walton and McKersie 1965; Dore 1983; Dyer and Chu 2003).

Markets not only depend on trust and trustworthiness but also promote them. As Granovetter (1985, 490) notes, “individuals with whom one has a continuing relationship have an economic motivation to be trustworthy.” Several studies, for instance, have suggested that the greater the individuals’ exposure to markets, the more likely they are to be trusting and trustworthy. One implication of these studies is that commercial activities—including labor market participation—train individuals to trust and to act trustworthy. Henrich et al. (2004, 2005), for instance, concluded that market integration explains a large portion of the behavior variation across societies that are observed in economic experiments. The more the market is integrated into a community the higher levels of prosociality they exhibit in ultimatum games. Tracer (2004) also found that there was some (albeit weak) support for the notion that a greater level of market integration at both the community and individual level leads to greater
prosociality. Ensminger (2004) found that exposure to markets was a predictor of offer size within ultimatum and dictator games. Tu and Bulte (2010) explored the links between trust and market integration and concluded that trust (as measured using a trust game) is positively associated with labor market participation. Fehr and List (2004) observed a significantly higher display of trust and trustworthiness by coffee mill executives than students in their experiment in Costa Rica. Using a market-priming task followed by a trust game, Al-Ubaydli et al. (2013) concluded that market priming (encouraging subjects to adopt a market mindset) significantly increased levels of trust and trustworthiness. Finally, Choi and Storr (2015a) found that individuals develop relationships characterized by trust and trustworthiness in market settings.

4. Fairness and reciprocity in markets

By fairness we mean not only impartiality and equanimity but also treating others in a manner that is consistent with how they “deserve” to be treated. To treat someone fairly is, thus, to treat them justly. The existing empirical and experimental research suggests that fairness concerns shape market activity and that, in turn, market activity promotes and encourages people to be concerned with fairness. This should not be surprising, for (at least) two reasons. First, the most profitable businesses are those that are able to develop relationships with trading partners and so encourage repeat business with customers and suppliers. Because people are likely to avoid dealing with those that they
believe have treated them unfairly (so long as alternatives exist), businesses have an incentive to deal fairly with their trading partners. Second, it has been well established that norms (regardless of their content) color economic behavior. We should, therefore, expect market activity and outcomes to be impacted by fairness concerns to the extent that norms of fairness exist within a particular culture.

Concerns about fairness can have an impact on market competition, cooperation, and incentives (Fehr and Fischbacher 2002). Ample empirical evidence suggests that fairness motivates firm and individual behavior. Kahneman, Knetsch and Thaler (1986), for instance, reported that the public has strong feelings about what constitutes a fair price (set by firms), about firms adjusting their prices in the short-run in response to changing market circumstances, and about firms exploiting their market power (in particular, monopoly status). Franciosi et al. (1995) have suggested that buyers who expect to be treated fairly believe that prices should only rise when a seller’s production costs rise. Sellers who accept this fairness norm will not raise prices in the short-run unless the price rise can be justified by an increase in their production cost.

Likewise, employees’ perception of fair wage constrains the firms’ ability to freely set its wages and their willingness to lower them when market conditions decline (Blinder and Choi 1990; Argell and Lundborg 1995). Bewley (1995) explained that persistent downward wage rigidity for both existing and new employees during recessions was the result of employers’ beliefs about employee motivation and morale. Specifically,
data collected from interviews suggested that employers want employees to identify with their companies and their objectives and to encourage positive cooperation with their colleagues and supervisors. Refusing to cut wages is not only consistent with the practice of rewarding good performance but also with keeping good worker morale and with maintaining social cohesion and productivity within the firm.

Additionally, experimental research based on a simple bilateral bargaining game called the ultimatum game also illustrate that a non-trivial number of participants do not care solely about monetary payoffs. In this game, the first mover is asked to divide a given monetary endowment between himself and the second mover, who has the right to take or reject the division. If the division is rejected, both players earn nothing. Game-theoretic predictions dictate that the self-interested first mover should offer as little as possible to the second mover, who, likewise, should accept even the minimum amount offered. This asymmetric division, however, tends to appear unfair to many people, and dozens of replications of ultimatum games support this view. Typically, first movers offer an average of 40 percent of the endowment to second movers and second movers frequently reject offers of less than 20 percent. This general observation holds even at higher stakes of $100 and $400 (Hoffman, McCabe and Smith 1996; List and Cherry 2000). One interpretation of second mover rejections is that some players respond to unfair treatment with negative reciprocity (that is, by harming the person who treated them unfairly even at their own expense). Undoubtedly, negative reciprocity can be
observed in social settings (such as ugly friendship breaks and divorces) as well as economic settings (such as boycotts).

Dozens of ultimatum games from around the world corroborate the general observations from the small-stakes games conducted in the United States. Cross-cultural comparisons of behavior in ultimatum games revealed similarities in offer distributions and acceptance rates between student populations in America, Japan, Slovenia, and Israel (Roth et al. 1991). These cross-cultural similarities suggest that an “overwhelming market influence [may be dominating] any cross-cultural notions of fairness or norms of exchange” (Gurven 2004, 195). Supporting this view, Henrich et al. (2010) concluded that the levels of market integration and fairness—even in brief, one-shot exchanges—are positively correlated, based on data collected from basic experimental games (including the ultimatum game) administered over fifteen distinct small-scale societies.

5. The sociality of commercial exchanges

Zelizer (2011) has criticized what she describes as the “separate spheres” and “hostile worlds” views of the relationship between economy and society. The separate spheres view holds that the two arenas of social life, one characterized by sentiment and mutuality and the other characterized by rationality and exchange, can co-exist peaceably alongside one another. The “hostile worlds” view, however, suggests that
these two spheres inevitably “contaminate” each other if and when they intersect: “penetration of rational calculation into the sphere of sentiment would disrupt solidarity, just as the penetration of sentiment into the sphere of rationality would disrupt [rational] efficiency” (Ibid., 5).

Interestingly, Hayek (1988, 18) seemed to endorse the “hostile worlds” view, writing that

we must constantly adjust our lives, our thoughts and our emotions, in order to live simultaneously within different kinds of orders according to different rules. If we were to apply the unmodified, uncurbed, rules of the micro-cosmos (i.e., of the small band or troop, or of, say, our families) to the macro-cosmos (our wider civilisation), as our instincts and sentimental yearnings often make us wish to do, we would destroy it. Yet if we were always to apply the rules of the extended order to our more intimate groupings, we would crush them.

Zelizer (2011, 387) has rejected this style of thinking in favor of “a more fully social conception of economic activity.” The dichotomy between the world of the family and the world of the firm, she suggests, is a false one.

It is possible for social relationships to survive contact with the market without being corrupted. In fact, as suggested above, social relationships can facilitate economic
activity. Stated another way, economic activity is embedded within a context of ongoing social relations and individuals can utilize their social connections as they pursue their economic goals. Additionally, it is possible for social relationships to develop within market contexts and for commercial relationships to develop into social friendships. Indeed, the market is a social space where meaningful social connections do occur and meaningful social bonds do deepen. Even if Sandel is correct that the introduction of market values do sometimes and under certain circumstances corrupt social bonds, it does not appear to be the case that the introduction of market values necessarily corrupts social bonds. Moreover, there appears to be the potential that market activity can be enhanced by social relationships and that social relationships can be deepened by market activity.

5.1. The concepts of embeddedness and social capital

“Actors,” Granovetter (1985, 487) writes, “do not behave or decide to behave as atoms outside of social structure, nor do they adhere slavishly to a script written for them by the particular intersection of social categories that they happen to occupy.” Instead, economic action is embedded within social structures. Specifically, he argues that concrete relationships reduce transaction costs by engendering trust and reducing the likelihood of malfeasance (Ibid., 490). Elsewhere, Granovetter (1983) has likewise discussed the persistence of large family firms and ethnic trade groups in advanced
economies. More recently, he has pointed out that social structures can affect and influence a variety of economic phenomena including prices, productivity and innovation (Granovetter 2005).

Others have profitably employed the concept of embeddedness to explain how social structure affects economic activity.5 Uzzi and Lancaster (2004), for instance, have discussed how firms’ embedded relationships can affect the prices of both standard and complex legal services. Similarly, Uzzi (1996) has argued that firms are embedded in organizational networks that can both promote and retard economic performance. Romo and Schwartz (1995) have made the case that the market and non-market relationships that develop within regional economies eventually create dependencies that work to constrain the migration of manufacturing firms out of the region, even when migration would result in monetary savings.

The social capital literature has, similarly, discussed how individuals utilize their social relationships as they pursue their economic goals. Coleman (1988b, S98), for instance, has explained that “social capital is productive, making possible the achievement of certain ends that in its absence would not be possible.” Like other forms of capital, it is a tool that is heterogeneous, with some social capital better suited for some purposes, and some better suited for other purposes (Coleman 1988b; Chamlee-Wright 2008). Social

---

5 See Krippner and Alvarez (2007) for a discussion of the research that applied and extended the concept of embeddedness.
capital, Coleman (1988b, S98) explains, exists within and is inextricable from “the structure of relations between and among actors” and comes in several different forms, including mutual trust, information channels, norms, and effective sanctions (Ibid., S101). For instance, as he describes, social ties between Jewish diamond traders in New York act as a kind of insurance, eliminating the need for purchasing expensive insurance devices, lowering transaction costs, and therefore facilitating transactions that would not otherwise be possible. Similarly, social capital within the family and within the community can act as a resource that facilitates the attainment of human capital by children. The closer the relationships between parents and children and the closer knit the community to which they belong, he concludes, the less likely it is that these children will drop out of school.

Others have used the concept of social capital to explain how individuals deploy their social networks and the resources embedded within their social networks as they pursue their economic goals. Granovetter (1973, 1983), for instance, has described how individuals rely on weak ties in order to secure employment. (Also see Mouw 2003.) Podolny and Baron (1997) have described how peoples’ informal ties within an organization affect their advancement. Uzzi (1999) has found that social relationships between corporate bankers and borrowers can lower loan prices by facilitating the flow of information and the establishment of informal enforcement mechanisms. Torsvik (2000) has likewise found that social capital as social norms reduces transaction costs in
the economic sphere and, so, promotes social cooperation. Also, Keefer and Knack (1997) found that economic performance and social capital in the form of norms of civic cooperation and interpersonal trust are positively related.

Although there is some discussion in the literature on the possible costs associated with belonging to particular networks (e.g. Uzzi 1996; Rubio 1997; Woolcock 1998; Portes 2000), most studies tend to focus on how social relationships, and the resources that individuals can access through their social networks, affect economic performance. Moreover, when they do discuss the formation of social relationships within the economic sphere, scholars tend to focus on the formation of weak ties within commercial organizations and not on the possibility that strong ties can and do develop within commercial places.6

5.2. Social relations as economically conditioned

Even though studies within the embeddedness literature tend to focus on how these relationships affect individual or organizational economic performance, some point to the possibility of social bonds developing between participants in a market setting.

While Ingram and Roberts (2000), for instance, focus on the economic function of the relationships that can develop between competitors, they nonetheless acknowledge the

6 For more on social capital and virtue, Rose (2016).
possibility that these relationships can form. Similarly, Granovetter (1985, 495) is aware that social action can be economically conditioned: as he acknowledges, “business dealings [sometimes] spill over into sociability … especially amongst business elites.” Additionally, in explaining why consumers tend to trust and prefer “our own past dealings” as sources of information, Granovetter (Ibid., 490) notes “continuing economic relations often become overlaid with social content that carries strong expectations of trust and abstention from opportunism.” Although he stops there and does not tease out the implications of his observation that social feelings often grow out of commercial relationships, the observation that market relations often develop into relationships characterized by trust is important in itself.

Indeed, as Adam Smith (1982b, 223-224) argued, “the necessity or convenience of mutual accommodation very frequently produces a friendship not unlike that which takes place among those who are born to live in the same family. Colleagues in office, partners in trade, call one another brothers; and frequently feel towards one another as if they really were so.” More generally, as Silver (1990) discussed, commercial society can actually promote meaningful social connections. Seabright (2010, 12) has pointed out that markets work because human beings in market contexts and governed by market institutions are “willing to treat strangers as honorary friends.” As Storr (2009, 143) observed, markets can be social spaces “where both economic and extraeconomic relationships are developed and maintained.” By extraeconomic relationships, Storr is
referring to social relationships that begin as economic or commercial relationships (that is, relationships between co-workers, employers and employees, mentors and apprentices, and so on) that morph into genuine social friendships characterized by deep bonds of trust and affection. As he continues, “markets are not only embedded in the community but can also promote and sustain the community. … Many meaningful conversations beyond negotiations occur within the conversation of the market” (Ibid.).

There are a few studies within the industrial sociological and management studies literature that speak to the potential of commercial relationships to morph into social friendships as well as the potential benefits and negative aspects of deep commercial friendships. For instance, many have described how strong bonds develop between workplace friends because of their common experiences and circumstances (e.g. Argyle and Henderson 1985; Zavella 1985; Bridge and Baxter 1992; Hodson 1997). Think of co-workers on the factory floor who invite each other over for barbeques on the weekends, or office workers who reconvene after work for happy hour before heading home. These relationships, it turns out, are not only important for job satisfaction but can also represent deep social bonds. Similarly, other studies have discussed how workplaces can facilitate office romance because co-workers often have similar backgrounds and so much time is spent at work associating with colleagues (Pierce et al. 1996; Williams et al. 1999). Also, as yet others describe, even principal-client and seller-buyer relationships can develop into close friendships (Price and Arnould 1999; Haytko 2004). Again, the
trust that is necessary for their work relationships to function well and the trust fostered during their non-work interactions can reinforce one another. As Price and Arnould (1999, 50) found, “commercial friendships, similar to other friendships, involve affection, intimacy, social support, loyalty and reciprocal gift giving.”

Admittedly, these commercial relationships may not be as deep as the social bonds that develop in other contexts. The social unions between neighbors, schoolmates, church members, or lodge brothers may very well be closer, by their very nature, than workplace friendships. And, of course, family ties may trump any relationship that might ever develop in the workplace. The point in highlighting these relationships is not to privilege them over non-commercial friendships but merely to suggest that these relationships can play important roles in people’s lives.

In addition to being spaces where commercial friendships are formed, businesses also provide spaces where non-commercial relationships grow and develop. Amongst the range of goods and services that businesses provide, one key and easily overlooked one is the provision of environments where social bonds that developed in, say, the synagogue, church, university, or the neighborhood playground, can be cemented. That two friends can spend a Saturday afternoon at the mall, that a family can share a meal on Sunday night at their favorite restaurant, that friends at different firms can find

---

Yet these non-commercial relationships, when soured, could be more malicious and vindictive than commercial relationships. We often hear of irreconcilable family feuds, ugly divorces, vindictive ex-best friends, and ostracism of former members of religious groups.
places to meet for lunch in the middle of a busy work day, that a couple can go out to
dinner, dancing and a movie on a Friday night, are important aspects of what businesses
provide in addition to goods and services. To be sure, friends, couples, and family
members found spaces for conviviality before there were restaurants and shopping
malls. Indeed, homes, churches, parks, and museums remain important social spaces.
The point is simply to emphasize that market spaces can serve a similar function.

6. Conclusion

There has been a long-standing debate around the sociality and morality of markets. On
the one hand, markets are said to be socially and morally problematic. Market dealings
are said to be inherently unfair and potentially corrupting. On the other hand, markets
are said to have an ameliorative effect. Commerce, it is argued, engenders gentle
manners (Montesquieu 1961; Hirschman 1977),
8 cordializes mankind (Paine 1984), and
enhances virtues (Smith 1982b; Paganelli 2010). This chapter attempted to indirectly
engage this debate by discussing how trust, reciprocity, and friendships are affected by
market dealings. Specifically, we argued that markets engender trust and
trustworthiness as well as fairness and reciprocity. Moreover, we argued that the market
is a social space where meaningful social relationships characterized by truth and

8 This is commonly referred to as the doux commerce thesis.
reciprocity can and do develop. Rather than trustworthiness, fairness, and friendships being put at risk when individuals engage in market activity, the market crucially depends on and actively encourages their development.
2. THE EMERGENCE OF SOCIAL RELATIONSHIPS IN MARKETS: 
AN EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS

1. Introduction

Scholars in several disciplines have stressed the extent to which markets are embedded in networks of social relationships and the degree to which social norms can shape market outcomes (e.g. Granovetter 1973, 1983; Baum and Oliver 1992; Portes and Sensenbrenner 1993; Romo and Schwartz 1995; Uzzi 1996; Foley and Edwards 1999; Portes 2000; Adler and Kwon 2002; Rizza 2006; Ghezzi and Mingione 2007). Granovetter (1973) and Coleman (1988a), for instance, have discussed how individuals use their social connections as they pursue their economic goals. Torsvik (2000) has likewise argued that social norms can reduce transaction costs in the economic sphere and, so, promote social cooperation.² Moreover, trust has been regarded as a key ingredient of almost all social interactions including commercial transactions (Misztal 1996).

¹ This chapter is co-authored with Virgil Henry Storr.

² Conversely, Portes and Landolt (1996) and Annen (2001) have highlighted how social networks might impede economic performance.
Here, we define trust as the belief that others will not harm us and might even act honorably towards us in uncertain or risky situations when they are not required to do so and when it is not in their short-term interest to do so (Foddy and Yamagishi 2009). Trust is widely accepted as being essential to the development of a successful market economy. It has been demonstrated that social capital in the form of civic cooperation norms and interpersonal trust has favorable impact on economic performance (e.g. Banfield 1958; Putnam 1993; Fukuyama 1995; Keefer and Knack 1997; La Porta et al. 1997; Zak and Knack 2001; Friedman and McNeill 2013). Mutual trust between countries can increase bilateral trade and direct investment (Guiso, Sapienza and Zingales 2009).

Furthermore, recent studies have shown that higher levels of trust are associated with higher economic growth (e.g. Tabellini 2008; Algan and Cahuc 2010) and that members of high trust societies tend to be more cooperative (e.g. Hermann et al. 2008; Johnson and Mislin 2011). Additionally, many empirical studies show that social norms like generalized trust can play a powerful role in constraining the interactions of group members (e.g. Conlin, Lynn and O’Donoghue 2003; Shang and Croson 2006; Bicchieri and Xiao 2009), increasing overall cooperation (e.g. Andreoni 1995; Gachter and Fehr 1999; Fischbacher et al. 2001; Henrich et al. 2001; Fehr and Fischbacher 2004a, 2004b; Bicchieri 2006) and solving coordination problems (e.g. Mehta, Starmer and Sugden 1994; Sugden 1995; Krupka and Weber 2009).
Although the literature has stressed on how (strong and weak) social ties as well as trust facilitate market activity, there have been several studies that explore how engaging in market activity affects social bonds.\(^3\) There is, of course, the long-standing debate around the *doux commerce* thesis.\(^4\) Additionally, Granovetter (1985) has suggested that it is common for economic relationships to become overlaid with social content. Anderson (2003) and Duneier (1994) have described how commercial spaces like restaurants and bars serve as important gathering spots for the residents of urban areas. Zelizer (2005) also discussed the connection between economy and intimacy. Likewise, Storr (2008) has argued that markets are social spaces and that it is possible for commercial relationships to develop into meaningful social friendships. Moreover, there have been several studies that have looked at workplace romances (e.g. Williams et al. 1999; Pierce et al. 1996), co-

\(^3\) It is quite common for non-economists and non-sociologists to discuss how social relationships are affected by market activity (see, for instance, Putnam 2000; Gudeman 2001). These efforts often conclude that markets have a detrimental effect on social bonds. See, however, the explorations of relational work within economic sociology for an important alternative. These studies point out that there is not and arguably has never been a real schism between our social and economic lives. See Zelizer (2005, 2012) and Bandejl (2012) for helpful discussions of this concept. This paper can be read as exploring the process of relational work.

\(^4\) The long-standing debate around the morality of markets has indirectly provide some insight into the relationship between markets and sociality generally and the relationship between markets and trust specifically. On the one hand, it has been argued markets can destroy individual judgment and conduct (e.g. Falk and Szech 2013), weaken societal and corporate morality (e.g. Shleifer 2004), hurt altruism and cooperation (e.g. Bowles 1998) and have unintended adverse consequences on social norms and informal institutions (e.g. Frey and Oberholzer-Gee 1997; Deci, Koestner and Ryan 1999; Falk and Kosfel 2006; Sandel 2012). On the other hand, markets are said to have an ameliorative effect. Commerce, it is argued, engenders gentle manners (i.e. *doux commerce* thesis) (Montesquieu 1961; Hirschman 1977), cordializes mankind (Paine 1984) and enhances virtues (Smith 1982, Paganelli 2010). More recently, Seabright (2010: 12) has pointed out that markets work because human beings in market contexts and governed by market institutions are “willing to treat strangers as honorary friends.”
worker friendships (e.g. Henderson and Argyle 1985; Zavella 1985; Bridge and Baxter 1992; Hodson 1997) as well as mentor-mentee (e.g. Burke 1984), principal-agent and seller-buyer relationships (e.g. Price and Arnould 1999; Butcher et al. 2002; Haytko 2004).

There is a growing literature within experimental economics on how market exposure affects levels of trust within communities. Henrich et al. (2010), for instance, has found that exposure to the market increases other-regarding preferences. Similarly, Tu and Bulte (2010) found that trust is positively associated with market integration. And, Al-Ubaydli et al. (2013) has shown that priming subjects to think about markets can actually increase trust.

Still, the impact that commercial dealings can have on social relationships has been generally understudied. Specifically, the literature has not explicitly explored whether and how social bonds characterized by trust and reciprocity can be established through market dealings and if these relationships can affect subsequent behavior in non-market settings. This paper addresses this gap in the literature and investigates how market experience affects social dyadic relationships.\textsuperscript{5} We use a two-task experimental design where subjects are placed in a market setting (where several features of real world

\textsuperscript{5} Although we focus on the causal relationship from market activities to social relations here, the reverse is equally universal and true, to which many studies already speak. Our purpose in this paper is to highlight the important, but underexplored, market-activities-to-social-relations causal direction.
markets are retained but where defection rates are expected to be high) and then a trust setting (where key information about their former trading partners is retained). The first stage involves a modified Chamberlin market and the second stage involves the standard trust game developed by Berg, Dickhaut and McCabe (1995) (henceforth, BDM 1995). Our main result is that relationships characterized by successful market trades (henceforth positive relationships) display significantly higher levels of trust and trustworthiness compared to those relationships characterized by defected market trades (henceforth negative relationships).  

The paper is structured as follows. The following section discusses the relevant literature and presents a detailed background on key previous experimental studies. Section 3 then explains our laboratory design and hypotheses. Section 4 presents our main results and Section 5 offers concluding remarks.

2. Market-generated trust

This paper contributes to (a) the literature on markets and social relationships as well as (b) the experimental literature on the effect of market settings on interpersonal trust.

---

*In experimental economics, trustworthiness is popularly viewed to be essentially the same as reciprocity (e.g. Croson and Buchan 1999; Ostrom and Walker 2003). Although some have challenged this view (e.g. Kramer 1999; Dufwenberg and Gneezy 2000; Cox 2004), we will follow the popular view in this paper and interchangeably use trustworthiness and reciprocity.*
2.1. Markets and the development of social relationships

There appears to be a weak consensus that social bonds can, at least occasionally, develop in markets. However, there does not appear to be a consensus concerning the quality of these commercial friendships. Moreover, there is wide disagreement concerning whether or not markets are more likely to promote or disrupt social bonds. This ambiguity over the quality of the social bonds that develop between market actors and the likelihood that these social bonds will emerge has arguably always characterized discussions surrounding the connection between markets and sociability. Smith (1982b), for instance, believed that markets have the potential to both disrupt and enhance social bonds. Specifically, he argued that the growth of markets led to a weakening of familial bonds while at the same time creating an opportunity for the development of deep social connections between co-workers (ibid.: 223-224). Others have, of course, taken a less ambiguous view of the affect that markets have on social relationships. Marx (1844, 1937, 1975), Polanyi (1957, 1979) and Weber (1978), for example, all believed that social and market relations were necessarily at odds and that the expansion of market activity (if unchecked) would have a deleterious effect on community.

More recently, Granovetter (1985) has argued that social action can be economically conditioned and that market activity can lead to the development of meaningful social connections. As Granovetter (ibid.: 495-496) acknowledged “[t]hat business relations
spill over into sociability and vice versa, especially among the business elites, is one of the best-documented facts in the sociological study of business.” Furthermore, in explaining why consumers tend to trust and prefer their “own past dealings” as sources of information, Granovetter (ibid.: 490) noted that “individuals with whom one has a continuing relationship have an economic motivation to be trustworthy” and “continuing economic relations often become overlaid with social content that carries strong expectations of trust and abstention from opportunism.” Repeated successful interactions in the market, for Granovetter, not only serve as a foundation for future market transactions but can also be a basis for social friendships.

Likewise, Putnam (2000) has acknowledged that workplace ties can and do develop. Friendships formed at the office, he argued, can be a substitute for friendships developed elsewhere. According to Putnam (2000: 87), “many people form rewarding friendships at work, feel a sense of community among coworkers, and enjoy norms of mutual help and reciprocity on the job.” He, however, did not believe that the possibility of co-workers developing friendships compensates for the loss of social connections that has occurred due to the changes in the nature of work and the technological developments brought by the growth of markets. According to Putnam (ibid.), there is “no evidence whatever that socializing in the workplace, however common, has actually increased over the last several decades.” Additionally, Putnam (ibid.) insisted that social
connections formed in the workplace are inferior to connections formed in other settings and that they “tend to be casual and enjoyable, but not intimate and deeply supportive.” Elsewhere, Storr (2008) has argued that the market is a social space where meaningful conversations beyond bid-ask take place and where meaningful social relationships beyond exchange and competition occur. A number of studies have demonstrated the variety of social relationships that can emerge in markets. For instance, mentor-mentee relationships frequently develop into close friendships, or even into relationships that display some characteristics typical of parent-child relationships. Kram (1983: 614) suggested that these relationships, typical in several trades and professions, could fulfill a number of “psychosocial functions including role modeling, acceptance-and-confirmation, counseling, and friendship.” Similarly, it is not uncommon for certain seller-customer relationships frequently evolve into deep friendships: for instance, lawyers and their clients, hairdressers, barbers and their customers, and retailers and their shoppers. “Commercial friendships, similar to other friendships,” Price and Arnould (1999: 50) articulated, can “involve affection, intimacy, social support, loyalty, and reciprocal gift giving.” The social relationships that develop between co-workers can, of course, range from acquaintanceships to friendships. According to Henderson and Argyle (1985), work acquaintances are more common than social friendships between coworkers, but friendships with social interactions outside of the workplace do frequently grow between coworkers. Moreover, as Bridge and Baxter (1992: 200) wrote,
“for many adults who work outside the home, friendships frequently evolve from existing role relationships in places of employment and are maintained within those organizational settings.” Berman, West and Richter (2002: 219) have likewise noted, “workplaces often have features that may facilitate friendship making. Workplaces are sites where people meet others, including co-workers, clients, members of other departments or organizations, and supervisors.”

Discussions of relational goods are also relevant here. Relational goods – valuable, intangible goods specific to individual relationships – can only be consumed if certain know others jointly act to acquire it and characterize non-instrumental relationships. Gui (1996), for instance, has argued that the personal encounters that individuals experience in the market are opportunities for the joint production of relational goods with the other parties to the exchange. Mota (2009), however, has asserted that enhanced market competition means less relational goods. Similarly, Becchetti et al. (2008) has suggested that relational goods will tend to be underprovided and under consumed in the market.

Although this literature does acknowledge the potential of commercial relationships to morph into social relationships, it fails to provide a definitive answer to the question as to whether the impact of markets on social relationships will, on net, be positive or

\[\text{See, for instance, Uhlaner (1989) and Gui and Sudgen (2005).}\]
negative. Additionally, as discussed in Section 2.2, efforts to explore the link between markets and social relations characterized by interpersonal trust have tended to focus on how markets depend on, rather than generate, trust.

2.2. Experiments on the effect of market settings on interpersonal trust

There is now a considerable literature within experimental economics on trust and trustworthiness (e.g. Camerer and Weigelt 1988; Fehr, Kirchsteiger and Riedl 1993; BDM 1995) and on its determinants (e.g. Croson and Buchan 1999; Alesina and La Ferrara 2000; Cox 2004; Eckel and Wilson 2004; Sutter and Kocher 2007; Aimone and Houser 2011). The game designed by BDM (1995) is the most popular in this subfield and a consistent finding of the trust literature is that individuals display heterogeneous levels of trust and trustworthiness. Yet, there have been relatively few studies on how engaging in markets impacts measured levels of trust and trustworthiness. This is somewhat surprising given the strong correlation between trust and economic performance (e.g. Zak and Knack 2001; Guiso, Sapienza and Zingales 2009).

---

8 Additionally, the conditions under which commercial dealings are likely to morph into social relations and the conditions under which they will disrupt social bonds remain underexplored. However, we will not explore them here.

9 See Johnson and Mislin (2011) for a comprehensive overview of the experimental results from trust games conducted around the world.
Existing experimental evidence suggests that markets engender trust and prosociality. Henrich and co-authors, for instance, used standard experimental economic games to demonstrate that a large portion of the observed variation in prosocial behavior across multiple small-scaled societies correlates with a society’s level of market exposure and integration (Henrich et al. 2004, 2005, 2010). Ensminger and Cook (2014) reported a rural American population to have displayed the highest level of prosociality, including trust and trustworthiness, of the world sample in this project. Tracer (2004) also found some support for the notion that a greater degree of market integration at the community and individual levels leads to greater prosociality. Likewise, Ensminger (2004) found that exposure to markets predicted offer size within ultimatum and dictator games and Tu and Bulte (2010) concluded that trust (as measured using a trust game) is positively associated with labor market participation. Using a priming task that led subjects to think about markets and trade, Al-Ubaydli et al. (2013) found that merely having positive thoughts about markets and trade could significantly increase the amount sent by the senders to anonymous partners. Additionally, Fehr and List (2004) observed a significantly higher display of trust and trustworthiness by coffee mill CEOs than students in their experiment in Costa Rica. Exploring the endogenous formation of fairness preferences in a market context, Herz and Taubinsky (2014) found that market experience (defined by personal profit experience and observations of market outcomes)

---

10 In addition, Al-Ubaydli et al. (2013) convincingly argued that this increase in sender transfer was a consequence of increased trust rather than increased altruism.
mattered in shaping fairness preferences and that traders who were accustomed to higher (lower) offers regarded high (low) offers as fair. Not all studies, however, conclude that market exposure leads to more trusting and trustworthy behavior in laboratory experiments. Gurven (2004) observed that differential market exposure was not an important influence on the behavior of Tsimane people in ultimatum and public goods games. Similarly, Bowles (1998), Hoffman et al. (1994), Schotter et al. (1996) and Reeson and Tisdell (2010) found that the more aspects of the laboratory experiment resemble a market, the less likely participants were to display other-regarding preferences.

Despite these studies that link market exposure and prosocial attitudes, whether or not markets will tend to promote trust that carries over into non-market settings remains an unsettled question. In order to explore this link, studies incorporated multiple methods (demographic, survey and other data) to determine the degree of market integration or to introduce certain aspects of modern markets (such as anonymity or exchange) into their experimental design. There, thus, remains an opening in the literature to explore the endogenous formation of social bonds characterized by trust and reciprocity in market settings using laboratory experiments. This paper attempts to fill this opening.
2.3. Can markets promote trust and reciprocity? If so, how?

This paper contends that markets are important for the development of meaningful social bonds. Engaging in market transactions gives individuals opportunities not only to form beliefs about each other but also to develop relationships characterized by trust and reciprocity with other market participants, which can then be carried over into non-market settings.

The main hypothesis can, thus, be stated as follows:

\[ H: \text{Individuals who have developed a positive relationship with another in a market setting will exhibit higher levels of trust and reciprocity when interacting with that person outside of a market setting than when interacting with individuals with whom they have developed a negative relationship in a market setting.} \]

For our purposes here, a positive relationship developed in a market setting is one where trading partners kept their commitments with each other more often than not.

There are at least three mechanisms through which markets might promote meaningful social bonds characterized by trust and reciprocity. First, markets might give individuals opportunities to learn about specific others. In particular, individuals can learn whether or not someone is a fair trader and a promise keeper or the reverse. Stated another way, markets give individuals opportunities to reveal themselves to be trustworthy.
Knowledge about the nature of specific trading partners would likely impact future interactions with them both inside and outside the market. Second, markets can enable people to trust strangers. Trust may be habit-forming; routinely trusting family and close friends may unconsciously accustom people to taking chances on unknown others. In this situation, markets may provide the social space where people could indulge their habit en masse.\textsuperscript{11} Third, markets might give people opportunities to learn about others in general.\textsuperscript{12} As more people have positive experiences in the market, more likely would they be to develop positive relationships with specific others in a market setting and thus more likely they are to trust and to reciprocate the trust of others. In other words, successful transactions in the market might condition individuals to the possibility of mutually beneficial exchanges and, again, promote the development of prosocial attitudes.\textsuperscript{13}

A laboratory experiment where individuals engage in a market with the potential of defection followed by a trust game will be able to demonstrate that markets can promote the development of meaningful social bonds characterized by trust and reciprocity. Not only will it provide us the control over relationship formation necessary for our

\textsuperscript{11} Putnam (1995: 169) refers to this as the transitivity of trust. Berggren and Jordahl (2006) discuss the role economic institutions play in the endogenous formation of generalized trust in a market economy.

\textsuperscript{12} For example, see Fehr and Gachter (2000).

\textsuperscript{13} We do not attempt to disentangle these mechanisms in this paper.
purposes, it will also allow us to trace each displayed level of trust to its own specific market experience history.

3. Experimental Procedures

To assess our hypothesis, our experiment uses a two-task design involving eight subjects per session.14 Subjects performed a modified Chamberlin market (henceforth the trading game) followed by a trust game. All subjects were also asked to perform a Holt and Laury (2002) lottery choice task and to fill out an exit survey at the conclusion of the experiment. The experiment was fully computerized using the z-Tree (Zurich Toolbox for Readymade Economic Experiments) (Fischbacher 2007).

Subjects were recruited via email from a pool of registered students at George Mason University. The experiment was conducted between October 2013 and February 2014. Subjects were seated in individual cubicles and separated by partitions, so that others could not observe their actions. They earned cash from four tasks: the trading game, the trust game, the Holt-Laury lottery choice task and the comprehension quiz for the trading game.

14 Hargreaves Heap et al. (2013) employ a similar design but were interested in how knowledge about the other participants in the trust game affected trusting behavior.
In lieu of reading aloud the instructions for the trading game, we provided a verbal executive summary of the game after the students were given a chance to read the first task instructions. We answered any questions pertaining to the game itself before we read aloud the instructions on how to navigate through the computer interface. For all other tasks, instructions were read aloud as soon as they were distributed and the students were given opportunities to ask questions in private afterwards.

3.1. Experiment Design

The first task was the trading game. The trading game consisted of four buyers and four sellers and eleven trading rounds, one of which was a practice round. Each subject was randomly assigned to a market role at the beginning of the task and did not change roles for the duration of the task. At the beginning of each round, each buyer received a budget in experimental dollars (E$), randomly drawn from a uniform distribution between E$11 and E$100 – and each seller received one unit of the good and a fixed cost value of E$10. No two buyers received the same value within the same round.

The trading game is comprised of two stages. In the first stage, subjects partook in a Chamberlin market which lasted for 2.5 minutes per round and were given the opportunity to engage in bilateral negotiations with anyone in the opposite market role by sending price offers. Each subject selected one specific recipient to whom to send an
offer and proposed a trading price. Buyers were restricted to negotiating and trading with sellers while sellers were restricted to buyers, thus, eliminating opportunities for collusion to arise between sellers or buyers. Upon receiving an offer, the recipient could then accept, reject or ignore the proposed offer and send a counteroffer if desired. (Note that a recipient could receive multiple offers at a time.) Once the recipient accepted an offer, both buyer and seller removed themselves from the market and any active offers that they sent or received automatically expired. We restricted subjects to initiating and maintaining only one active offer at a time. By doing so, not only can we encourage subjects to thoroughly consider to whom to send offers, but we can also prevent them from adopting a strategy where they simply sent all potential trading partners an offer. Every offer was private and known only to the involved buyer and seller. Any subject who did not successfully trade at the end of 2.5 minutes earned E$0 for that round.

Once the Chamberlin market closed, those who successfully traded entered a second stage where the offer senders were given the option to execute or abandon the trade. If the offer sender chose to execute the trade, the good was exchanged with the offer recipient and both subjects earned round profits (calculated in the standard way) at the end of the round. On the other hand, if the offer sender chose to abandon the trade (i.e. to defect and so default on his agreement), he kept both the good and the cash. In this case, the round profits depended on the player role of the offer sender. If the offer

---

15 Each offer sent by a subject must be accepted or rejected by the recipient before he could send another offer to a different (or the same) recipient.
sender was a seller, he earned the agreed trading price plus E$10 (the value of the good) while the buyer earned zero. If the offer sender was a buyer, he earned his budget plus E$10 while the seller earned zero.\footnote{We purposefully designed the trading game with this payoff structure for three reasons. First, providing monetary compensation for the good when an offer sender defects ensured that defection was profitable. Second, subjects incurred sizeable cost for dealing with untrustworthy partners and for returning to partners who have previously defected on them. Third, we hoped it would heighten the sense of betrayal that subjects would feel when their trading partner defected. As such, we consider our environment to be somewhat nonconductive to the development of positive relationships characterized by trust and reciprocity in our trading game than in actual markets. Our results suggest that positive relationships were indeed more difficult to form in our trading game.}

The second task is the trust game designed by BDM (1995). The trust game involved two players – a sender and a responder. At the beginning of the game, both players received an initial endowment of 10 tokens. While the responder pocketed his endowment, the sender decided how much of his 10 tokens he wished to send to the responder (denoted as $x$). The experimenter tripled the sender’s transfer and informed the responder of the tripled amount. The responder then made a decision on how much of this tripled amount to send back to the sender (denoted as $y$). A sender’s earnings from a trust game are calculated as $(10 - x + y)$ while a responder’s earnings are calculated as $(10 + 3x - y)$. Subjects were randomly assigned to a player role at the beginning of the second task and kept this role throughout the task. Each subject was paired with everyone who had the opposite market role and played a trust game with each of the four subjects in the
opposite market role. Subjects simultaneously made transfer decisions for these four games.\[17\]

As part of the exit survey, subjects performed Holt and Laury’s (2002) low stake risk aversion task; the safe lottery was a compound lottery between $2 and $1.6 and the risky lottery was a compound lottery between $3.85 and $0.10.\[18\]

At the end of the experiment, subjects privately rolled 10-sided and 4-sided dice to randomly select a trading round from the first task, a partner from the second task and a decision from the risk task for their final cash payment. Earnings from the first (second) task were converted into cash using the exchange rate of US $1 to E$2.5 (3 tokens). Earnings from the Holt-Laury task was rounded up to the near dollar, which was announced privately to each subject once he completed his dice rolls.

A few of design features are worth noting. First, we have chosen the Chamberlain market rather than another experimental market because a key feature of the Chamberlin market is that it allows subjects to discriminate and choose between potential trading partners. Specifically, a buyer (seller) could choose and privately

\[17\] We opted to have subjects play trust games with all possible trading partners, as opposed to one randomly chosen trading partner, to guarantee that we gathered observations on an individual’s trusting or trust-reciprocating behavior with known others. Since our market environment does not limit subjects from trading with one specific individual throughout the first task, we could have potentially lost valuable observations if we were to match each subject with a subset of the available and eligible partners.

\[18\] Refer to Appendices B and C for the instructions and the exit survey distributed to the subjects for this experiment.
negotiate with a specific seller (buyer) with whom he wished to trade. Consequently, we considered the Chamberlain market to be better suited for our purposes. Second, instead of assigning the subjects experimental ID numbers, we assigned experimental aliases, which consisted of the ten of the most popular male names in America in 1990.\textsuperscript{19} Across social settings, people communicate and socialize with each other using names and associate personal histories, experiences and sentiments to individuals. In order to simplify the process in which subjects form and attach sentiments and an interaction history to other subjects, we chose to use names throughout our experiment. Subjects are aware to (from) whom they send (receive) offers in the first task and are aware with whom each game was played in the second task.\textsuperscript{20} Third, it is necessary for our subjects to accurately recall their market histories with each specific trading partner during the trust games. At the beginning of each task, we provided the subjects with record sheets on which to write their partners’ aliases and round profits (token earnings) after each trading round (the trust games). These sheets remained with the subjects for the duration of the experiment and were used as part of the final cash payment process. We

\textsuperscript{19} We used the names made available in the 1990 census by the Population Division at the U.S. Census Bureau.

\textsuperscript{20} We are not concerned that the use of names will undesirably introduce a significant amount of pre-experiment biases against individuals with certain names in the experiment. A stranger may share the same name as our parent, significant other or friend but we clearly recognize that they are two separate individuals. Because people habitually make these distinctions, we opted to use experimental aliases instead of ID numbers in the experiment. However, our design would be incapable of detecting and correcting if a specific experimental alias was to generate some systematic behavior.
hoped that these sheets would reinforce the personal sentiments they developed for their partners as they recorded their successful and unsuccessful interactions with each other and that the first task sheets would naturally serve as reminders for past market experiences in the second task.

3.2 A further note on our hypothesis

Before proceeding, it is worthwhile to discuss how we are using various terms. A “trade” is said to have occurred when the offer recipient accepts an offer proposal and has two possible (trade) statuses. A trade is a “successful trade” if a buyer and seller agreed on a price and the offer proposer chose to execute the trade. A trade is a “defected trade” if a buyer and seller agreed on a price but the offer sender chose to defect (i.e. abandon the trade). A buyer and a seller are said to have a “positive (trading) relationship” if the proportion of successful trades between them exceeds 50% of their total number of trades. Conversely, a buyer and a seller are regarded to have a “negative (trading) relationship” if the proportion of successful trades between them is less than 50%. If the proportion of successful trades between two participants was exactly 50%, these relationships were labeled as “ties,” since they could arguably be perceived as either positive or negative relationships. A buyer and a seller are described

21 Although not reported here, our original results are robust to alternative threshold values used in categorizing relationships.
as “strangers” if they never successfully agreed on a price during the ten trading rounds.

As is typical of single round trust games, Nash equilibrium dictates that profit-maximizing senders should send zero tokens to responders who, in return, also send zero tokens in the absence of any particular knowledge about each other. However, it may be rational for a profit-maximizing sender to transfer greater than zero tokens if he had some subjective assessment on how trustworthily a responder may behave. Similarly, a profit-maximizing responder may choose to also reciprocate with a transfer greater than zero tokens if he has warm sentiments towards the sender and hence feels internally obligated to return such a gesture with one of his own. Since the trust game is the absolute final interaction subjects have with each other in our experiment, any sender and responder transfer greater than zero must be a result of something beyond (selfish) profit-maximization.

Our market environment allows subjects to freely select with whom to negotiate and trade and to freely choose between execution and abandonment of the agreed deal. However, it could be described as an environment that breeds negative behavior since subjects will tend to earn more (and closer to the maximal) profits if they propose an offer and defect on the agreement. Moreover, opting not to trade was costly, as subjects would undoubtedly earn E$0 and could be subsequently forced to trade with partners they knew defected in the past if they hoped to earn anything in a trading round. As
such, the downside risk of losing potential trading partners in subsequent trading rounds by defecting was minimal in our market environment. If we find support for our main hypothesis in this environment, we can expect to find stronger results in market environments that reward positive behavior.

At this point, we restate our hypothesis using the terms introduced here.

**H1. Senders will send larger transfers in the trust game to responders with whom they developed positive relationships in the trading game than to those with whom they share negative relationships.**

**H2. Responders will send larger back-transfers in the trust game to senders with whom they developed positive relationships in the trading game than to those with whom they share negative relationships.**

We hypothesize that subjects will choose to reciprocate transfers from those who chose not to defect in their dealings with the subject in the trading game and that the willingness to trust specific individuals will increase as they learn which market participants are more likely to reciprocate a non-zero transfer with a non-zero back-transfer through market interactions. In the trust game, senders are more likely to trust trustworthy responders and choose to evade betrayal or negative emotional costs by transferring smaller amounts to untrustworthy responders. Here, we do not distinguish between different possible responder motivations, as we expect subjects to treat negative
relationships for which they are responsible (i.e. the one who defected most frequently) in the same manner as those relationships for which they are not responsible. The responder would anticipate receiving a smaller transfer if he had been defected most frequently and would reciprocate poorly if the particular sender had frequently defected on him.

We offer no predictions with regards to how senders and responders will behave when paired with strangers or with individuals with whom they have an ambiguous relationship (i.e. ties) in the trust game. It is of interest, however, whether strangers and ties are viewed as positive or negative relationships. Given that our market is one that rewards defections, subjects may tend to view strangers and ties as negative relationships and treat them accordingly. We also offer no predictions with regards to how gender, race, citizenship and other demographic factors will impact behavior.

4. Results and Analysis

In the standard trust game, trust is measured by the size of the sender’s transfer \((x > 0)\) while trustworthiness is measured as the positive amount transferred by the responder \((y > 0)\) in proportion of the available amount \((3x)\). We adopt these measures here.

A total of 68 students participated in our experiment. We conducted a total of 8 sessions: 4 sessions where buyers became senders in the trust game and 4 sessions where they
became responders. 7 of our sessions included 8 students while a session included 12 subjects.\textsuperscript{22} 63 students were undergraduates and 5 were graduates students with an average age of 21 years old. Less than half of our students (31 students) were female while only 4 of them were economics majors. The majority of our students (54 students) were US citizens and half of our students identified themselves as racially white. With respect to race, the other half was composed of Asians (25\% of the total population), black (14.9\%), Hispanic (8.9\%) and other (1.2\%). We collected observations from 16 (36) distinct relationships from a session with 8 (12) students, so we hold data on 148 distinct relationships. One of our subjects opted to not complete the survey while two of them did not to reveal their citizenship. Sessions lasted 120 minutes on average and actual cash earnings ranged between $0 and $51, excluding the on-time bonus of $5. Our subjects earned an average of $20.5 (including the on-time bonus).

A total of 246 trades occurred in our experiment, 105 of which were successful trades. Of the 148 possible relationships formed in the first task, senders shared 27 positive relationships, 69 negative relationships, 16 ties and 36 strangers with their partners. Likewise, responders shared 30 positive relationships, 68 negative relationships, 19 ties

\\textsuperscript{22} Our first session involved 12 subjects (6 buyers and 6 sellers) and 9 trading rounds (one of which was a practice round). As the data analysis rests on relationships between interacting pairs, the number of subjects per session should not affect the results.
and 31 strangers with their partners. Section 4.1 reports findings relevant to our hypotheses and Section 4.2 reports additional findings regarding ties and strangers.

In our experiment, females were less trusting than males (3.53 tokens versus 4.39 tokens; \( p = 0.061 \)), though they reciprocated with statistically the same back-transfer amount (30.39% versus 33.1%; \( p = 0.552 \)). Subjects who self-identified as racially white trusted more than non-white students (4.72 tokens versus 3.59 tokens; \( p = 0.052 \)) but they statistically responded no differently as responders (29.91% versus 33.76%; \( p = 0.562 \)). US citizens trusted significantly more than non-US citizens (4.59 tokens versus 1.88 tokens; \( p = 0.000 \)) but were statistically as trustworthy (31.47% versus 36.04%; \( p = \)

---

23 Our sample sizes across relationship types between senders and responders are different. We experienced difficulty programming a single button that allowed, say, a buyer to accept an offer, inform sellers his intent to leave the market and exit the market on z-Tree. Consequently, we separated this process into three steps (referred to as the 3-step process to accepting offers in the instructions in Appendix B). If a subject who wished to accept a proposed offer was unable to complete these three steps with 2.5 minutes allotted for negotiations, z-Tree did not record these transactions accurately and displayed different trade results to the relevant subjects at the end of the round. Across our 8 sessions, this error occurred 7 times out of a total of 246 trades and no pair of traders experienced this error more than once. For these 7 trades, we chose to use the subjects’ self-reported records on their record sheets since our hypotheses pertain to the subjects’ perceived quality of a trading relationship. Subjects’ self-reported records and computer-recorded trades were identical for the remaining 239 trades.

24 We report results from two-sided Mann-Whitney tests throughout this paper. Unless otherwise stated, all mentions of p-values refer to results from Mann-Whitney. However, we performed several other tests to check for robustness and found support for our hypotheses. The results of these tests are reported in Appendix A.
0.175). On average, our students displayed slight risk aversion (5.43 safe choices selected).25

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1: Descriptive Statistics</th>
<th>Sender Transfers (Tokens)</th>
<th>Responder Transfers (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Female</strong></td>
<td>3.531</td>
<td>30.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(3.237)</td>
<td>(27.019)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Male</strong></td>
<td>4.393</td>
<td>33.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(3.034)</td>
<td>(26.696)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>( p = 0.061 )</td>
<td>( p = 0.552 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>US Citizens</strong></td>
<td>4.589</td>
<td>31.473</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(3.06)</td>
<td>(28.103)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Non-US Citizens</strong></td>
<td>1.885</td>
<td>36.042</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(2.455)</td>
<td>(18.739)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>( p = 0.000 )</td>
<td>( p = 0.175 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>White</strong></td>
<td>4.721</td>
<td>29.906</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(3.213)</td>
<td>(25.15)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Non-White</strong></td>
<td>3.59</td>
<td>33.758</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(3.025)</td>
<td>(28.475)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>( p = 0.052 )</td>
<td>( p = 0.562 )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.1. Our main hypotheses

Subjects who developed a positive relationship with another within our trading game exhibited higher levels of trust and reciprocity when interacting with that subject in the trust game than when interacting with those with whom they had developed a negative relationship.

---

25 We performed robustness checks to verify that our results are not driven by gender or any other demographic trait. See Appendix A for these results.
Result 1. Senders send larger transfers to responders with whom they developed a positive relationship in the trading game than to those with whom they share negative relationships.

As predicted by H1, senders do send significantly larger transfers to those with whom they developed positive relationships in the trading game than to those with whom they share negative relationships (5.37 tokens versus 3.46 tokens; \( p = 0.011 \)). In fact, senders transfer roughly 55% (1.91 tokens) more to those with whom they developed positive relationships than to those with whom they share negative relationships.

Figure 1: Sender Behavior by Relationship Type
Table 2: Sender Behavior by Relationship Type

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Relationship Types</th>
<th>Observations</th>
<th>Transfer Average (Tokens)</th>
<th>Standard Error</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Positive</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>5.37</td>
<td>0.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negative</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>3.46</td>
<td>0.34</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Result 2.** Responders send larger back-transfers in the trust game to senders with whom they developed positive relationships in the trading game than to those with whom they share negative relationships.

As predicted by H2, responders do reciprocate with significantly larger back-transfers to those with whom they developed positive relationships in the trading game than to those with whom they share negative relationships (43.01% compared to 28.56%; $p = 0.003$). Like senders, responders back-transfer roughly 50% more (a 14.45pp increase) to those with whom they developed positive relationships than to those with whom they share negative relationships. Note how responders do not return enough tokens for senders to even recover transferred amount (i.e. sender’s $x$ tokens).
Figure 2: Responder Behavior by Relationship Type

Note: The dashed line lies at 33.33%, which represents the amount responders should send back to senders in order for senders to recover their spent endowment (i.e. sender’s $x$ tokens).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Relationship Types</th>
<th>Observations</th>
<th>Transfer Average (%)</th>
<th>Standard Error</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Positive</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>43.01</td>
<td>4.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negative</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>28.56</td>
<td>3.23</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Further analysis revealed that Results 1 and 2 were not driven by gender or nationality.

See Appendix A for these results.
4.2. A comment on strangers and ties

Statistically, our subjects treated ties and strangers the same as they treated individuals with whom they share negative relationships (sender transfers of negative relationships versus ties \( p = 0.896 \); sender transfers of negative relationships versus strangers \( p = 0.317 \); responder back-transfers of negative relationships versus ties \( p = 0.888 \); responder back-transfers of negative relationships versus strangers \( p = 0.884 \)).

Furthermore, Kruskal-Wallis test comparing sender (responder) behavior associated with negative relationships, ties and strangers generated p-value of 0.592 (0.984), suggesting no statistically meaningful distinctions between the three relationship types. This suggests that (1) subjects are treating partners with whom they have developed positive relationships better than they might otherwise treat them and (2) partners with whom subjects developed negative relationships received the same treatment as strangers. This result is not consistent with subjects punishing individuals with whom they have developed negative relationships (as they are treating them the same as they treat strangers). More specifically, subjects appear to be rewarding market friends rather than punishing market enemies.
Figure 3: Sender and Responder Behavior by Relationship Type

Note: The dashed line intersects the right y-axis at 33.33%.
### Table 4: Sender and Responder Behavior by Relationship Type

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Relationship Types</th>
<th>Observations</th>
<th>Transfer Average (Tokens)</th>
<th>Standard Error</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sender Behavior</strong></td>
<td>Positive</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>5.37</td>
<td>0.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Negative</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>3.46</td>
<td>0.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ties</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>3.50</td>
<td>0.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Strangers</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>4.31</td>
<td>0.59</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: In addition to statistical difference between positive and negative relationships, it was also found between positive relationships and ties ($p = 0.085$). Kruskal-Wallis test over all four relationship-types resulted in a p-value of 0.087.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Relationship Types</th>
<th>Observations</th>
<th>Transfer Average (%)</th>
<th>Standard Error</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Responder Behavior</strong></td>
<td>Positive</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>43.01</td>
<td>4.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Negative</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>28.56</td>
<td>3.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ties</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>31.64</td>
<td>6.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Strangers</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>28.07</td>
<td>4.65</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: In addition to statistical difference between positive and negative relationships, it was also found between positive relationships and ties ($p = 0.099$) and positive relationships and strangers ($p = 0.008$). Kruskal-Wallis test over all four relationship-types resulted in a p-value of 0.02.

There are, however, limits to how much we can make of these results, especially with regards to strangers. We define two market participants as strangers if they never agreed on a price offer in the 10 rounds of the trading game. This definition prevents us from distinguishing between “true” strangers (i.e. market participants never proposed a price to each other) and “unfortunate” strangers (i.e. at least one of the participants proposed a price that was never accepted). For the purpose of this paper, this distinction is not necessary. However, we cannot exclude the possibility that subjects can learn
about each other by their negotiation behavior even if at the end of the day they never successfully transact.

Although there is no statistical difference between how individuals treat negative relationships and relationships that we characterize as ties, it is possible to imagine that the reverse could have occurred. Since subjects equally experience executed and abandoned trades in ties, it is unclear whether they would describe their relationship to be positive or negative. There is no basis for making a determination \textit{ex ante} and for generalizing from our result here.

4.3. A comment on subject types

Admittedly, it is possible that the results above are being driven by “good” and “bad” subjects behaving according to their type in both our trading and trust games. Subjects who do not defect in the trading game even when given the opportunity to do so might simply be unlikely to defect in the trust game (by either being distrusting when cast as senders or failing to reciprocate when cast as responders). Similarly, individuals who do defect in the trading game might simply be more likely to defect in the trust game. As noted earlier, we expected individuals to treat others with whom they had developed a positive relationship better than those who they have developed a negative relationship regardless of which subject was responsible for the negative relationship.
It is important to note, however, that even if this explanation for our findings were adopted then it would still suggest that markets, while not necessarily promoting sociability, do make it possible for bonds characterized by trust and reciprocity to develop contrary to what some have suggested. If an honest broker connects with another honest broker in the market then they will tend to reward each other with trust and reciprocity when they interact again in non-market settings.

Although we can not rule out the importance of the above, there is reason to believe that the behavioral differences that subjects exhibit towards others depending on relationship type are not driven entirely by subjects being true to a specific behavioral type when they are engaged in both the trading and trust games. First, 66 of our 68 subjects (97%) defected at least once in our trading game and 49 of 68 subjects (72%) defected at least twice. As such, we observed very few strictly honest subjects in our trading game. Moreover, the strictly honest (2 of our 68 subjects) and mostly honest subjects (17 of our 68 subjects) treated those with whom they enjoyed a positive relationship differently than those with whom they shared a negative relationship. Second, subjects trusted and reciprocated when paired with whom they developed truly positive relationships where no one ever defected in the trust game (7.4 tokens and 51.24%) than when paired with whom they shared a truly negative relationship where they both defected at least once (3.4 tokens and 29.05%) (comparison of sender transfers \( p = 0.009 \); comparison of responder transfers \( p = 0.04 \)). Third, not all positive relations
are viewed equally. Positive relationships in which the partner had defected at least once were statistically distinct from other positive relationships that were statistically the same as negative relationships.\textsuperscript{26} Taken together, this suggests that it is not agent types but experiences in the trading game that is driving subject behavior. Again, subjects are treating market friends better than they are treating market enemies.

5. Conclusion

Montesquieu (1748) has claimed that commerce can be a socializing force. “It is almost a general rule,” he states in The Spirit of the Laws, “that where the ways of men are gentle there is commerce; where there is commerce, the ways of men are gentle.” Moreover, he claimed, “commerce … polishes and softens barbarian ways.” If this is true, it is because long-term success in the commercial sphere requires that we both extend a great deal of trust to others and that we at least appear trustworthy to others. And, that these habits of trust and reciprocity spill over into our non-market lives.

Using a two-task experimental design, we investigated the effect of market experience on dyadic social relations characterized by trust and reciprocity. Both senders and

\textsuperscript{26} For instance, p-value = 0.14 when we compared back-transfers associated with positive relationships where the sender had defected at least once and those where the responder had defected at least once. Similarly, p-value = 0.09 when we compared back-transfers associated with positive relationships where the sender had defected at least once to those where both the responder and the sender had defected.
responders in trust games transferred significantly larger amounts to partners with whom they shared positive relationships compared to all other relationship types. Additional analysis demonstrated that subject demographics did not account for our main results. It is important to recall that our trading game was designed to allow for the development of relationships characterized by trust and reciprocity that we sometimes observe in actual markets while also allowing for the anonymity and ability to cheat that we also sometimes observe in real-world markets. Subjects had no ability to communicate with one another except through their offers and counter-offers. And, they knew nothing about their potential trading partners except for an alias that identified them throughout the experiment. Subjects did, however, have the ability to learn about the trustworthiness of each other and to record their experiences with each other. That they were able to develop positive relationships in this context suggests that this potential for positive relationships to emerge in markets is even higher in the real world where communication beyond offers and counter-offers and where learning about others beyond their trading behavior are both possible.

Since Montesquieu, several others have highlighted the positive link between markets and levels of trust and trustworthiness as well as the capacity of markets to facilitate the turning of strangers into friends. This paper offers one potential mechanism through which this might occur – one’s sincere efforts to honor an unenforced trade in an uncertain market environment. It is encouraging that our data showed trusted
individuals earned at least 50% more tokens than non-trusted individuals in a market environment where honoring a trade agreement was overall less attractive than defection. Not only it is possible for individuals to develop positive relationships within the market, but that these positive market-originated relationships carry over into non-market settings. In other words, our subjects appear to be rewarding market friends as opposed to punishing market enemies.

Although positive market-originated relationships are likely to emerge in any market context, it is unclear whether individuals would continue to uniquely reward those who demonstrated their trustworthiness or whether individuals would switch to exclusively punishing those who demonstrated their untrustworthiness in other types of markets (such as impersonal or less hostile markets) and when relationships expand beyond dyads. To this issue, other scholars have expressed the view that, on net, markets corrupt social bonds and so erode community. Results from this paper imply that this should only be true if markets are, on net, peopled with dishonest traders who defect more often than not. Moreover, they suggest that social interactions in a market setting are not uniquely distinct from other forms of repeated interactions and, with the right conditions, may even encourage sociality. In that sort of environment, most of people’s experiences in the market would be trades where at least one party did not live up to their commitments. Happily, most well functioning markets are not peopled with more dishonest than honest traders as indicated by empirical studies on trust and economic
performance. Moreover, our results gives cause to hope that positive social relationships can and do get established even in markets where interacting with a dishonest person is more likely than interacting with an honest person. Note that defection was prevalent in our trading game but subjects were still able to develop positive relationships characterized by trust and reciprocity.
3. THE MARKET AS A PROCESS TO DISCOVER WHOM TO TRUST

1. Introduction

Trust is regarded as an important concept for understanding economic, political, institutional and social activities (Gambetta 1988; Putnam 1993; Williamson 1993; Fukuyama 1995; Keefer and Knack 1997; La Porta et al. 1997; Cook 2001; Guiso et al. 2004). It is a social capital, a resource that exists within a social structure that facilitates decisions of those within this structure (Coleman 1988). Trust adds to greater flexibility in responding to changing market conditions by lowering transaction costs and in promoting coordination by encouraging information sharing (Dyer and Chu 2003). Several scholars have also argued that superior national economic performance correlates with societies with high-trust institutions (North 1990; Fukuyama 1995; Zak and Knack 2001; Algan and Cahuc 2010, 2014) and that social capital such as trust supports economic activities (Hayek 1976; Granovetter 1983; Boettke 2001; Ikeda 2008; Runst 2013). Coupled with the observation that an expansion of the market is critical for

---

1 This chapter is co-authored with Virgil Henry Storr.
nations to prosper (Smith 1981), examining how trust facilitates and is fostered in formal institutions such as markets appear crucial for understanding economic development.

While trust is not a necessary condition for the formation of strong dyadic relationships, it enhances the set of attainable opportunities by the two parties and thus is a desirable relational quality. In the current economic literature on trust and trustworthiness, most attention has been given to studying their impact on various economic performance measures and to identifying their determinants. Yet it still remains unclear how people decide whom to trust as well as when and why they trust strangers. This paper builds on work within Austrian economics concerning the market as a discovery process (Hayek 1945; Lavoie 1986) and on the market as a social space (Storr 2008; Chamlee-Wright and Storr 2015). We argue that the market is a space where people learn about who they can trust and about others’ trustworthiness through market interactions. (By market interactions, we specifically refer to an individual’s personal experience from transacting with another.) This argument combines and expands on the previous work on the market as a discovery process, prices as tacit knowledge of time and place, and research in social economy. The market process, we contend, also produces valuable social and inarticulate information about the trustworthiness of trading partners by revealing how they conduct themselves in the buying and selling of goods. People can reliably use this social information to fulfill other economic and social objectives, as the market is self-regulating and trust-promoting.
There are compelling reasons to discuss the link between trust and markets. First, economists have traditionally studied markets separately from other spheres of social interactions and have instead concentrated on its ability to coordinate activity and to efficiently allocate resources. Although this analytical approach has significant value in understanding the market mechanism, studying markets in isolation disregards the possible spillover effects of market activity onto social interactions in other spheres, thereby limiting our understanding of the market’s overall welfare effects. Since the market and society are embedded within each other (Granovetter 1985), there are social and economic reasons to examine the role of trust and trustworthiness in markets (Chamlee-Wright and Storr 2015).

Second, various types of social ties do develop and are strengthened as a result of the market in reality. For example, coworkers often form strong bonds as a result of their common experiences and circumstances (Zavella 1985; Bridge and Baxter 1992; Henderson and Argyle 1995); competitors can develop relations with each other (Chamlee-Wright 1997; Ingram and Roberts 2000); principle-client, seller-buyer, master-apprentice and mentor-protégé relationships can sometimes deepen into friendships and family-like ties (Kram 1983; Gardiner 1998; Butcher et al. 2002; Haytko 2004); and successful family businesses exist, straddling both the economic and social spheres. The fact that ties that are both social and economic mature in markets suggests that repeated
interactions with business partners in the market can mimic social interactions with friends and family.

Third, much of the standard economics literature advances a rational, calculative approach to trust (Williamson 1975) and effectively ignores trust and trustworthiness. Neoclassical economics assumes trading partners are opportunistic, that they will constantly be tempted by larger gains and do exploit others’ vulnerabilities. As such, trading partners are assumed to only behave cooperatively and in each other’s benefit when incentives are aligned. When it is in their mutual interest to cooperate, they will then act accordingly and reciprocate positively. But they can expect each other to defect whenever their incentives are not aligned and defect at the slightest temptation without hesitation (if they do not expect to deal with their trading partner in the future). In fact, scholarship in strategic management, which focuses on understanding the sources of comparative advantages for firms (Rumelt et al. 1991), have posited that trustworthiness can be on such source and therefore a valuable strategy for firms (Barney and Hansen 1994). The trait of being instinctively opportunistic and only engaging in reciprocal behavior when it maximizes individual benefits is arguably the polar opposite of being trustworthy in any meaningful sense, where trading partners do not exploit each others’ vulnerabilities (even if they would not suffer any sanction from doing so).2 This notion

2 Stating “X trusts Y” implies X expects Y would not exploit X’s vulnerability. In turn, “Y is trustworthy” implies that Y has demonstrated or indicated in some way that X can believe (or hope) Y to behave in X’s benefit, or at least cause no harm, without enforcement or monitoring.
of trust depicts a very fragile picture of an economy: even if an economic environment is peopled with individuals who display high trust and have good intentions, unvetted opportunists can enter and take advantage of the system and, as a result, even trustworthy people with good intentions are forced to defend themselves from exploitation. However, we do not need to look far to see that this depiction of trust and trustworthiness is not ubiquitous in real life.

The market is a process for the discovery of knowledge including knowledge about who to trust. The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, we will provide an overview of the trust literature in empirical economics. Section 3 builds a case for markets as social spaces where market participants can discover each other’s trustworthiness. Lastly, Section 4 concludes.


There is no agreement across the social sciences on how trust and trustworthiness should be defined and measured (Rousseau et al. 1998). Some scholars have used the term, trust, to refer to cooperation within a group and psychological state. Social psychologists have viewed trust as a binary variable, while empirical economists tend to view trust as a spectrum. Here, we adopt Foddy and Yamagishi’s (2009) definition of interpersonal trust: it is an “expectation of beneficent reciprocity from others in
uncertain or risky situations” and “a belief that others will act in a way to benefit or at least not harm us, before we know the outcome of their behaviors” (Ibid., 17).

Trustworthiness derives directly from the definition of trust: an individual is trustworthy if he can be expected not to deliberately exploit their partners’ vulnerabilities for their own gain.

Studies across multiple disciplines have postulated a positive link between social capital (such as trust) and economic performance (e.g. Banfield 1958; Putnam 1993; Fukuyama 1995; Keefer and Knack 1997). While some found positive correlations between trust measures and economic growth (La Porta et al. 1997; Zak and Knack 2001; Guiso, Sapienza and Zingales 2004), others reported a stronger, causal effect of trust on economic performance (Tabellini 2008; Algan and Cahuc 2010). More shared trust between two European countries measured by cultural, historical, genetic and somatic similarities led to more trade between the countries, more portfolio investment and more direct investment (Guiso, Sapienza and Luigi 2009). This effect remained even after controlling for widespread perceptions about the trustworthiness of a country and was stronger for goods that Guiso, Sapienza and Zingales (2009) and Rauch (1999) respectively describe as trust intensive and differentiated goods.³

³ Unlike primary goods, Rauch (1999) argued very few manufactured goods were traded in organized exchanges (i.e. markets) as the “the heterogeneity of manufactures along the dimensions of both characteristics and quality interferes with the ability of their prices to signal relative scarcity” (Ibid., 7) and are thus instead traded on traders’ preexisting network of
Furthermore, various studies suggest trust is necessary for healthy economic and social institutions. Countries with institutions that can act as checks to governments’ abuse of power displayed higher levels of trust (Keefer and Knack 1997). Factors such as government performance measures (such as efficiency of judicial systems, corruption, bureaucratic quality, tax compliance), civic participation and social efficiency variables (such as infrastructure quality, infant mortality rates and educational attainment) contributed to the formation of trust and other social capital (Putnam 1993; La Porta et al. 1997; Berggren and Jordhal 2006). High-trust societies also experienced less government intervention (Aghion et al. 2010) and better financial institutions (Guiso, Sapienza and Zingales 2004). (See also Fehr 2009 and Algan and Cahuc 2014 for comprehensive surveys on the trust literature in economics.) In fact, the preference to perform financial transactions with families and friends was more intense in areas with low social capital and was more pronounced in areas where legal enforcement was low and among less educated people (Guiso, Sapienza and Zingales 2004). Interestingly, countries with dominant hierarchical religions (Catholicism, Eastern Orthodoxy and Islam) displayed lower aggregate levels of trust (La Porta et al. 1997; see also Putnam 1993), suggesting that the formation of vertical networks of cooperation may deter the formation of horizontal networks of cooperation (i.e. interpersonal trust).

contacts. As these goods are likely to heavily rely on the strength of the traders’ ties, Guiso, Sapienza and Zingales (2009) classify these goods as trust intensive.
Social norms also play powerful roles in the labor market and in organizations. Some labor economists view wage rigidity to have sociological underpinnings. From the perspective that people are altruistic and care about reciprocity and fairness norms, a person who is altruistic would act kindly to another with the expectation that he would be fair and thus reciprocate positively in some way. For example, an employer would willingly pay an employee above-market-clearing wage with the expectation (but not guarantee) that the employee would supply more effort than they would at market-clearing wage (Akerlof 1982). Empirical economists often interpret this gift exchange as a sequential trust game and do find the gift of higher wage is reciprocated with another gift of higher efforts (Argell and Lundborg 1995; Gneezy and List 2006; Kube et al. 2013). Furthermore, trust improves organizations’ efficiencies by lower monitoring costs (Frank 1988), lowering turnover and increasing uncompensated positive behavior from employees (Dirks and Ferrin 2002; Konovsky and Pugh 1994). Last but not least, social norms contribute to the regulation of the interactions between group members (Bicchieri and Xiao 2009), the improvement of cooperation (Andreoni 1995) and coordination problem solutions (Mehta, Starmer and Sugden 1994).

In experimental economics, considerable attention has been given to the behavioral measurement of trust and trustworthiness and the identification of their determinants. Although there are other experimental instruments of measure (Camerer and Weigelt 1988; Fehr, Kirchsteiger and Riedl 1993), the most popular one is the trust game (also
referred to as the investment game) by Berg, Dickhaut and McCabe (1995). The basic set-up of the game is as follows. The trust game is a two-person, sequential move game. The first mover transfers some portion of his endowment of $10 to the second mover. The experimenter triples it before this transfer reaches the second mover. Afterwards, the second mover decides how to split the tripled transfer and transfers some portion back to the first mover and the game ends. Conventionally, experimentalists view the first mover’s transfer as his willingness to trust and the second mover’s transfer as the degree of her trustworthiness (i.e. willingness to reciprocate trust).  

There exist a few variants on this game (e.g. restricting transfer choices to a binary choice, endowing both first and second movers, playing both roles and repeated interactions) (Snijder 1996; Burks et al. 2003; van den Bos, van Dijk and Crone 2012) and recent efforts have examined its limitations to measure trust (Bohnet and Zeckhauser 2004; Cox 2004). For instance, Cox (2004) has argued that trust as measured using the trust game confuses trust with altruism. Similarly, Bohnet and Zeckhauser (2004), Bohnet et al. (2009) and Aimone and Houser (2011) argued that it confounds trust with betrayal aversion. Several other studies have argued that the measurement omits important facets of trust such as financial health and marital status (Ermisch et al. 2009), age (Fehr 2012).

---

4 There is some debate among behavioral and experimental economists regarding whether it is appropriate to interchangeably use trustworthiness and reciprocity to refer to the second mover’s transfer (Camerer 2003; Ostrom and Walker 2003). In this paper, we do not comment on this debate and will freely alternate between the two terms.

5 See Johnson and Mislin 2011 for a meta-analysis of trust games conducted around the world.
and List 2004; Sutter and Kocher 2007), gender (Croson and Buchan 1999), risk attitudes (Eckel and Wilson 2004; Houser, Schunk and Winter 2010), beliefs and attitudes (Ben-Ner and Halldorsson 2010) and appearance (Eckel and Petrie 2011).

Other studies suggest that geographical regions and social network matter for trust. Americans regularly display highest levels of trust and trustworthiness while Africans show the lowest levels as measured by the trust game (Johnson and Mislin 2011; Ensminger and Cook 2014). Social network centrality (i.e. social network position) is another source of differential trust; controlling for socio-demographic variables, an individual who occupies a position that is more central in a network acts more trustworthily than another who is more peripheral on the network (Barr et al. 2009). Trust and trustworthiness grows the closer the interacting parties are in social distance (Buchan, Croson and Dawes 2002; Binzel and Fehr 2009) and race, nationality and social status can affect trustworthiness (Glaeser et al. 2000). Moreover, trust also appears to be endogenous to a region’s institutions (Fehr 2009; Nunn and Wantchekon 2011).

Despite this vast experimental economics literature on trust, relatively few studies speak directly about the link between markets and trust and even fewer addresses the spillover effects of markets onto society. In a series of semi-field economic experiments in small-scaled societies, researchers found that market integration has positive impacts on measures of trust, trustworthiness, cooperation and altruism (Henrich et al. 2004, 2005; Tracer 2004; Tu and Bulte 2010); in other words, individuals exhibited more
prosocial behavior the more the market was integrated into their community. In the same project, a community’s degree of exposure to markets predicted offer sizes in the ultimatum and dictator games (Ensminger 2004) and generally correlated with higher levels of other-regarding preferences (Henrich et al. 2010). Similarly, the mere thought of markets can induce subjects to increase their trust in anonymous partners (Al-Ubaydli et al. 2013). Contrary to these studies, others found that market exposure was not a noteworthy determinant of prosocial behavior of a particular community (Gurven 2004) and that subjects were less likely to exhibit other-regarding and moral preferences the more laboratory experiments adopted market features (Bowles 1998; Hoffman et al. 1994; Schotter et al. 1996; Reeson and Tisdell 2010). In fact, Falk and Szech (2013) claimed that market participation can decay morality.\(^6\)

To the best of our knowledge, only a couple of papers in experimental economics directly address the effect of market institutions on social preferences. Herz and Taubinsky (2015) examined the impact of market experience on subsequent fairness preferences. They found that market experience, as defined by personal payoff experience (subjects’ private surpluses from past transactions) and observational experience (observing outcomes of all transactions by inducing a common market experience) matter in shaping fairness preferences. Traders who are used to high market

---

\(^6\) See Sandel (2012) to find criticisms of the market on morals and society. In response, Choi and Storr (2016) explores how the market can be a social space where morality is exercised and promoted and thus foster meaningful social relationships. See Langrill and Storr (2012) on markets as a moral teacher.
prices were more likely to perceive high prices as fair and low prices as unfair, while traders who are used to low prices were more likely to perceive low prices as fair and high prices as generous. Similarly, Brandts and Riedl (2016) studied the causal effect of market experience on subsequent cooperation. They concluded that it is not the experience of competing in a highly competitive market that corrodes efficient cooperation, but rather it is having competed against each other in the same market that obstructs cooperation. For those market participants who never competed in the same market (i.e. market strangers), market experience actually fostered efficient cooperation. Their findings were robust for market participants who had favorable experiences (i.e. easily made transactions at favorable prices) and for those who had unfavorable experiences.

On the topic of trust and market relationships, Renner and Tyran (2004) investigated whether price rigidity in a market may arise from long-term buyer and seller relationships based on trust and trustworthiness. Customer markets are those markets that are defined by longstanding relationships between buyers and sellers and where relationships are defined by customer loyalty: buyers pay higher prices because they trust sellers to provide high quality products. Okun (1981) speculated that (1) sellers are hesitant to raise prices in response to temporary cost shocks in such markets because changes in the conditions in implicit contracts may alienate buyers and thus terminate customer relations but (2) customers are more likely to forgive sellers if price increases are justified by cost increases. Renner and Tyran (2004) experimentally found evidence
for Okun’s (1981) claim that trust indeed shapes market outcomes. Okun (1981) and Renner and Tyran’s (2004) works can be interpreted as suggesting that relationships based on trust and trustworthiness can and do from market interactions and that such relationships may inspire buyers and sellers to act cordially to each other.

Finally, Choi and Storr (2015a) explored whether and how market transactions shape social relationships and influence subsequent decisions to trust and act trustworthily. In their study, subjects showed significantly more trust and behaved more trustworthily towards trading partners who demonstrated the disinclination to defect on implicit agreements compared to those who demonstrated inclination to defect. Moreover, market experience had a starker impact on trustworthiness than trust; subjects trusted both honest trading partners and strangers as first movers in the trust game but subjects reciprocated only to honest partners as second movers. Their findings suggest that not only can narrowly-defined economic interactions generate valuable social information about specific persons, but widespread generalized trust may need to begin with acting trustworthily towards those we interact with on a regular basis in both the economic and social spheres.

The above-mentioned experimental papers speak to the effects of market experience on prosocial behaviors and preferences, namely cooperation, fairness norms, trust and

---

7 In this context, strangers were defined as those trading partners with whom a subject did not enter an agreement in the market game.
trustworthiness, and to the spillover from the economic sphere into the extraeconomic (i.e. social) sphere. Furthermore, they all purport a path dependency story to trust and trustworthiness, as past economic interactions are shaping future behavior.8 As real markets are never completely separate from society and given the interconnectedness of our global economy and society, studying feedbacks between market and social institutions is becoming increasingly important.

Several Austrian economists have linked social capital to the concepts of entrepreneurial discovery and social learning. Social capital (in the form of trust and trusting relationships) is traditionally portrayed as a production input, as a stock (where additional investment merely increases quantity) and as being intimately tied to the relationships people maintain. Bourdieu (1986, 248) defined social capital as “the aggregate of actual or potential resources which are linked to possession of a durable network of more or less institutionalized relationships of mutual acquaintance and recognition.” Similarly, Coleman (1988b, S98) defined social capital as a function of “a variety of entities with two elements in common: they all consist of some aspect of social

---

8 Other studies on trust and trustworthiness also corroborate this path dependency. For example, Reuben, Sapienza and Zingales (2009) experimentally found that subjects responded to others’ low expectations for their trustworthiness and that low expectations for trustworthy behavior bred distrust. La Porta et al. (1997) theorized that trust is more important for “ensuring cooperation between strangers and people who encounter infrequently than for supporting cooperation among people who interact frequently and repeatedly” because “[i]n the latter situations, such as families and partnerships, reputations and ample opportunities for future punishment would support cooperation even with low levels of trust” (La Porta et al 1997, 333). Hence, learning to trust strangers depends on first learning to trust family and friends.
structure, and they facilitate certain actions of actors – whether persons or corporate actors – within the structure” and Putnam (1993) equated social networks to social capital. In this light, trust is perceived as a desirable relational quality and a social capital by extension.

However, Austrians economists argue, social capital could (and should) be understood as a flow variable: as a structure that is comprised of heterogeneous elements that can sometimes complement and sometimes compete against each other (Lachmann 1978). This interpretation of social capital as constantly-changing is consistent with the idea of creative investors (social entrepreneurs) who seek to enhance the existing social capital stock by searching for the combinations of elements that are both technological feasible and economically relevant for their religious or secular objectives. Here, a successful entrepreneur is the “one who pays close attention to the configuration of these relationships, nurtures and maintains them, and adjusts and re-groups when necessary” (Chamlee-Wright 2008, 46) and thus “[s]ocial capital is a system of dispersed knowledge – countless configuration of relationships tried, failed, reconfigured, and tried again” (Ibid., 47). Appreciating social capital in this manner allows us to grasp “social capital development as a process of social learning – how knowledge is generated and diffused throughout a community and how that knowledge frequently transcend the individual in a form that is widely accessible across the community and through time” (Ibid., 43).
An illustration of heterogeneous social capital and social entrepreneurship is in the context of community recovery and redevelopment after natural disasters. Social entrepreneurs perform important functions in post-disaster community recovery as they reconstruct and repurpose existing social capital for new objectives. After devastating natural disasters, existing social capital can be deployed for two types of activities – mutual assistance and rent seeking. On the one hand, entrepreneurs employ social capital (here, social networks) as main devices of information dissemination, keys to resolving collective action problems and coordinating devices for emergency management, basic goods provision and restoration of damaged homes, businesses and other communal spaces (Chamlee-Wright and Storr 2009, 2010). On the other hand, the same networks can be leveraged to apply political pressure and redirect government resources to specific communities (Chamlee-Wright and Storr 2011). Hence, investment into strengthening and forming social ties can reinforce or hinder recovery efforts depending on how a community chooses to use its social capital. Alternatively stated, the type of activity a community learns to carry out using its social capital relies on the relative returns of the activities and public policy.

Chamlee-Wright and Storr’s (2009, 2010, 2011) investigation of networks and social entrepreneurship in society act as a useful parallel to trust and markets. Both social and commercial entrepreneurs respond to incentives; successes breed emulation by others while failures encourages entrepreneurs to cease or to avoid certain activities and
ventures. Furthermore, investment into social capital undoubtedly expedites both social and commercial activities in reality. As in society, trust and relationships in the market setting can be mobilized to cordialize and aggress its participants and activities (i.e. commerce).

Ikeda (2008) proposed that social capital is complementary to an entrepreneurially driven market process. Social capital, such as trust, “has been viewed not only as a link in a social network but also as the network itself, the knowledge carried over that network, or the norms that support it” (Ibid., 167). It is constituted by knowledge that is (1) partial: no one individual possesses all available social information in the economy;
(2) tacit: the meaning and use of a particular social capital cannot be fully articulated and only becomes clearer with context; (3) common: all members of a community share the same expectations regarding its appropriate use and such; and (4) value-creating: social capital complements other inputs in production (Ibid., 171). As such, trust is necessarily an emergent and unplanned phenomenon and cannot be forced onto (or out of) members of a community and gaining trust and perceiving one’s trustworthiness must result from personal (and repeated) interactions with specific others. To the extent that the market is uncertain and path-dependent (i.e. dynamic) and an emergent process, trust and reciprocity not only support the standard mechanical operations of a market but also aid the entrepreneurial discovery that occurs in the market. It implies that social
and market coordination occurs simultaneously and that social capital such as trust will grow (and decay) alongside the market.

Although trust and trustworthiness has been widely studied, the current economic scholarship continue to primarily perceive trust to be an exogenous stock parameter that facilitate the activities and behavior of interest. While the notion that these activities and behaviors have the ability to reshape individuals’ initial levels of trust and trustworthiness underlies most of these studies, it has hardly been given explicit attention. Moreover, these studies have not explored the notion that the market is a discovery process where individuals learn (amongst other things) whom to trust. Accepting the notions of the self-regulating market, the market as a discovery process and the market being embedded in a social structure is the first step towards building an analytical understanding of how trust can be learned and the trustworthiness of others can be discovered in markets.

3. Market as a learning space

Economists tend to view markets as sterile environments (Storr 2008, 141) and have largely ignored the sociality that occurs in market settings. In considering how the market could serve as a space for people to learn to trust and about others’ trustworthiness, the first step must be to recognize the market as a space where both
economic and social interactions happen. Only then could market interactions, where interested individuals are interacting with the ultimate aim to profit, be seen as learning opportunities about trading partners.

Austrian economists have embraced the notion that markets are dynamic phenomena and have been critical of economic models that treat markets as static embodiments of satisfied equilibrium conditions. Indeed, they have rejected economic models that treat the market as an outcome of perfect and immediate economic coordination by maximizing agents who simultaneously choose under constraints. These models, they contend, act as if “[e]ach decision, whether made by consumer, firm, or resource owner, is made within a definite known framework made up of a given objective function, a given set of resource constraints, and a given set of technologically or economically feasible ways of transforming resources into desired objectives” (Kirzner 1997, 70). The market equilibrating process, then, does not generate new (i.e. previously unknown) information or knowledge and does not permit any meaningful interactions to occur between market participants. In essence, static models of the market cannot capture the social learning that occurs in markets.

In contrast, Austrian economics regard the market as a process that permits market participants to acquire new information and adapt their knowledge with changing information. Here, the market equilibrates through a dynamic and rivalrous process that arises from entrepreneurial discovery. The entrepreneur is perceived as an individual
who, driven to profit, seize opportunities by taking speculative yet innovative actions. Entrepreneurs pursuing such opportunities first exploit, then narrow the disparity in the price structure, thereby unconsciously guiding the market as a collective towards a steady state. Entrepreneurial activity, to Austrian economists, leads market participants to attain a better mutual understanding of individual plans created by each other. Hence, through interaction, the market systematically tends towards a state of heightened awareness by market participants and thus tends to nudge price and quantity values towards those consistent with equilibrium values (Kirzner 1997, 62).

The concepts of entrepreneurship, discovery and rivalrous competition occupy key roles in Austrian notion of market equilibration. The entrepreneur has no function in neoclassical theory, as no profit and uncertainty exist in equilibrium, and the traditional neoclassical agent operates in an environment of given prices and output quantities. Conversely, the Austrian agent operates in an environment where his actions change prices and output quantities and his role as the profit-seeking entrepreneur is intimately tied to the market process. In this dynamic world, the entrepreneurial discovery uncovers previously overlooked profit opportunities, identifies opportunities left undiscovered or unexploited due to earlier entrepreneurial errors and exposes new information that no one had thought to be lacking. This Austrian notion of market forms an understructure within which social learning could develop.
Hayek (1945) argued that the society faces what is commonly referred to as the knowledge problem: a question of how a society could coordinate economic activities of individual agents whose knowledge and plans are private, tacit and dispersed. He proposed the market price mechanism to be an effective and efficient method of generating, aggregating and communicating this information; a price may not and cannot communicate all of the knowledge available in the economy, but it can communicate the minimum relevant information necessary for particular economic decisions. For this reason, a centrally planned economy could never match the informational efficiency of a market economy even with well-intentioned planners because all available knowledge can never be formulated into equations that these planners can then effectively use (Lavoie 1986, 6).

Pertaining to learning whom to trust, this Hayekian knowledge problem can be decomposed as highlighting a logistical issue (i.e. the complexity knowledge problem) and a contextual issue (i.e. the contextual knowledge problem). Lavoie (1986) stressed the inarticulate knowledge aspect in the contextual knowledge problem. Inarticulate knowledge exists because some knowledge relevant for economic coordination is endogenous to the market process and is not consciously known by the economic agents (and is difficult to articulate even when consciously known). In Lavoie’s (1986) perspective, the core of the knowledge problem is not that central planners do not possess the knowledge businesspersons collectively do or that the knowledge would
corrode in its transmission. Rather, it is simply that some knowledge is inarticulate and people know more than what they could express. Like articulate knowledge, inarticulate knowledge shapes our economic decisions. It is “fundamentally premised on our being embedded in a social process about the working of which we have only the crudest conception” (Lavoie 1986, 12) and is the relevant know-how of any economic or social production and organization; “businessmen under capitalism … ‘know how’ to operate their business relatively efficiently even though they do not ‘know that’ what they are doing amounts to the selection of a production technique that to some extent adheres to the efficiency standards of theoretical economics” (Ibid., 2). Basically, this type of knowledge just cannot exist independent of the market process.

A crucial implication of inarticulate knowledge, Lavoie (1986) described, is that a pre-coordinated, non-market (but decentralized) mechanism for price adjustment cannot match the efficiency of a post-coordinated, market mechanism; nor can such pre-coordinated mechanism recreate the knowledge-generating and –revealing capabilities of prices and market processes.⁹ In this context, a price serves as an “indicator of the relative scarcity of some particular good or service of whose unspecified qualities and attributes we are only subsidiarily aware. Yet were these qualities of a good to change in the slightest respect this could change incremental decisions about the uses of the good just as significant as a change in price” (Ibid., 16). In other words, articulated

⁹ Lavoie (1986) referred to this mechanism as market-socialist models.
information, such as prices, only hold meaning to market participants because it is “juxtaposed against a wide background of inarticulate knowledge gleaned from a vast experience of habitual productive activity” (Ibid.); the possessor of the knowledge may not be able to articulate it in any comprehensible way, but he is capable of deliberately acting upon it. Only a post-coordinated, decentralized price adjustment mechanism (i.e. the market) can draw out and utilize this inarticulate knowledge. Although Lavoie (1986) directed his energy towards strengthening the case against centrally planned economies, his work has direct implications for interpersonal trust and trustworthiness, and the potential for markets to reveal social information regarding whom to trust.

Based on the Austrian notion of markets as dynamic and interactive spaces, there are three distinct reasons to suspect that markets can indeed serve spaces that teach market participants whom to trust: (1) every market transaction represents a chance for a person to personally observe a trading partner’s actions and assess their trustworthiness; (2) each market interaction serves as a means to discover a trading partner’s personality and character and, thus, evaluate their trustworthiness; and (3) over time, markets have developed systems that widely communicate reputations and instruments that encourage market participants to take more risks.

First, every market transaction presents an opportunity for people to engage in opportunism and thus reveals and obviously distinguishes between the trustworthy and the untrustworthy. In a bilateral exchange, people can become acutely aware of trading
partners who deliberately refrain from the temptation of larger profits, cheating and theft. It is particularly true when such deceitful behavior is pervasive in the market and effortless for people to engage. In this light, market interactions can train people to trust specific partners and to be trustworthy towards them with each successful transaction. Likewise, unsuccessful transactions can inform people whom to distrust (or avoid) in future interactions.

Second, market interactions provide a person with occasions to discover his trading partners’ unquantifiable qualities by observing how they interact with him and with others. When people negotiate and engage in commerce with each other, they care about not only the ultimate outcome but also how they navigated to the outcome; after all, everyone prefers to cooperate with likeable and agreeable people and this is true regardless whether people interact with each other as business partners, coworkers, supplies or in other capacities. The manner in which a person bargains, communicates and behaves discloses valuable information about his personality and character. Market interactions, like other types of social interactions, can thus reveal people’s natural dispositions that can influence subjective evaluations of their dependability.

Third, real world markets have evolved mechanisms that communicate the reputation of others and that reduce the cost of betrayal. People naturally seek out credible assurances before committing to exchanges with strangers and inquire about their reputations. Prior to the Internet, people gathered information regarding reputations of potential business
partners through past personal experience, informal reports from close associates and professional references from their past vendors. With the Internet, large-scale reputation systems that collect, aggregate and distribute feedback about potential partners’ past behavior have emerged. (Some examples include the Airbnb vendor and consumer rating system and the Amazon seller rating system.) These systems assist people in choosing whom to trust and encouraging trustworthy behavior whilst simultaneously deterring dishonest behavior. Furthermore, the market has developed instruments such as insurance and warranties to motivate people to take more risks by reducing the cost of betrayal that people experience when they mistakenly place trust in dishonest trading partners and/or misread the market. These instruments thus permit us to take risks until we know better.

Accepting the view of markets as spaces where people learn whom to trust necessarily implies that the reciprocal notion of markets as spaces where people learn to be trustworthy must also be recognized. After all, it seems reasonable to assume that spaces where people prefer to interact with trustworthy partners would also incentivize them to act more trustworthily. As such, markets can be social spaces where only economic activity is embedded in social relations and where meaningful social connections develop. The question of how social relationships based on trust could develop in market settings have not been extensively studied, but economic sociologists and
economists (in particular, those in the Austrian tradition) have begun exploring this theme.

Smith (1982b, 22-23 and 153-154) discussed how people would learn to modulate their behavior through social interactions: because we are inclined to place more weight on our own experiences and feelings, we should overcome our egocentric focus and improve our conduct and sentiments by conversing with friends and strangers who would put our tragedies and fortunes in perspective. He thus concluded, “Society and conversation, therefore, are the most powerful remedies for restoring the mind to its tranquility” (Ibid., 23). Smith (1982a, 538) reiterated a similar logic to that the market can actually discipline bad agents. Trade between countries and individuals should be based on a “bond of union and animosity” (Smith 1981, 493). Moreover, Smith (1982a, 538) has stated, “Of all the nations in Europe, the Dutch, the most commercial, are the most faithful to their word” and “whenever commerce is introduced into any country, probity and punctuality always accompany it.”

Although not explicitly stated in these terms, Smith was talking about how the market teaches people to act with honor in market interactions; stated inversely, Smith was suggesting that people learn to act with integrity and honesty by engaging in trade and interacting with each other in a market setting.

Montesquieu (1961), Hume (1985) and Hirschman (1977) also echoed this theme that markets, or commerce, can develop human morality. This argument is commonly referred to as the _doux commerce_ thesis. More recently, McCloskey (1994, 2006) talked about how capitalism did not taint our souls and rather bettered them.
Economic sociologists and scholars from other disciplines have long spoken about the problem of embeddedness: that economic environments and institutions, such as markets, are overlain with social content and are embedded in matrices of social relationships (Granovetter 1983, 1985; Portes and Sensenbrenner 1993; Uzzi 1996). In their view, the market cannot survive without the community and analyzing economic behavior and institutions in the standard neoclassical way can lead to important omissions in our understanding. Granovetter (1985) stressed that markets are embedded in social networks and that concrete interpersonal relationships, not generalized morality, generate the trust we observe in markets. Business transactions are often conducted through one’s network; businesspersons commonly prefer to transact with partners with known reputations and frequently seek out information about potential partners when reputation information is not available. While generalized information about a potential partner (that he is reliable and/or supplies excellent products) may be satisfactory, businesspersons prefer and place more confidence on the same information delivered by friends and place the highest confidence in their own experience. Thus, our “own past dealings” are our most preferred and trusted source of information because not only is it cheap, rich in detail and accurate, those party to a continuing relationship have economic and social reasons to behave trustworthy and to abstain from opportunism (Ibid., 490).11 Yet, this concept of embeddedness neglects to consider the

11 Granovetter (1983), Portes and Sensenbrenner (1993) and Uzzi (1996, 1999) used examples from various labor markets to empirically illustrate this concept of embeddedness and the extent to
inverse: how the community can also be embedded in the market and how market activity can also shape social relationships (Boettke and Storr 2002).¹²

Austrian economics has long viewed the market as an entity beyond just a mere price and distribution mechanism; again, Austrian economists regard the market as a social structure (Mises 1949), a spontaneous order, an information gathering process (Hayek 1945) and a discovery process (Kirzner 1973, 1997). Although Austrian economics has paid some attention to the importance of cultural transmission in understanding the evolution of social norms and the extended order, it has largely overlooked the social economy – how social behavior can affect economic behavior and outcomes and vice versa – until recently. Lavoie (1991), for instance, examined the connection between culture and entrepreneurship and argued that entrepreneurship is a cultural process; it necessarily transpires within a cultural context and shapes culture in return. Chamlee-Wright (1997) and Storr (2004, 2012) further explained how culture steers the entrepreneurial focus, engages with other institutions that governs markets and molds economic development and self-governance of a community.

Storr (2008) proposed to perceive the market as social space where meaningful social (i.e. extraeconomic) conversations occur. According to Lefebvre (1991), social spaces are

¹² Admittedly Boettke and Storr (2002) do note that market relationships can become overlaid by social content.
products of social activity and social life pursued by intermingling individuals and enable social actions. Specific social spaces encourage particular routine habits while discouraging others and, thus, are used for specific purposes. Consequently, certain types of social relationships can form and be maintained in these spaces. Extending Lefebvre’s argument with the concept of social embeddedness, Storr (2008) asserted that the market is a social space that is superimposed by the community and thus both economic and extraeconomic (i.e. social) relationships develop and are sustained by the market. “[U]nlike the concept of social capital, which focuses on the economic significance of social relations, viewing the market as a social space emphasizes the social significance of economic relationships” (Ibid., 143-144).

Chamlee-Wright and Storr (2015) provided an analogy similar to Hayek’s use of knowledge in the market and the price system to examine how socially embedded resources shaping each other would advance “our understanding of social learning processes that occur within both priced and nonpriced environments” (Ibid., 249).

Hayek (1945) proposed that the price system functions as a means of communicating relevant information to socially distant individuals within the local and global economies. In this framework, each market participant does not require all available information in the global economy and merely needs the price; changes in price convey to market participants that the global conditions have changed in some general way and signal them to make corresponding changes in their own economic activities. Assuming
that the institutional environment does not distort prices and their transmission to countless market participants separated by geography and time, prices will enable consumers to signal to producers their desires and relative wants and the subsequent profits and losses will assist producers in identifying fruitful and worthless endeavors and the optimal combination of resources for specific productions. This individual-level decision-making (i.e. individual profit seeking and utility maximizing behavior) facilitates spontaneous adjustments to changing market conditions and massive social coordination at the society-level. Thus, to Chamlee-Wright and Storr (2015), learning therefore unavoidably takes place alongside decision-making. Whenever decisions are made, subjective expectations are confirmed or disappointed. This satisfaction or dissatisfaction of expectations will, in turn, encourage individuals to learn (i.e. to confirm or revise their mental interpretations of the world) and modify their actions. Eventually, this discursive and recursive learning performed by individuals will naturally lead to learning at the society-level and generate social phenomena. The quality of this social learning, then, will depend on the underlying social and economic institutions. While Chamlee-Wright and Storr (2015) paralleled the process by which individuals navigate socially embedded resources to social learning, they did not elaborate on how social information such as trustworthiness gets diffused in the market.\footnote{Chamlee-Wright and Storr (2015) discussed creditworthiness and reputation as nonprice}
As human beings, we care about cooperation and prefer to continue interacting with those who demonstrated their cooperativeness to us in the past. We also care about how our partners make their decisions to cooperate and their outwardly conduct while they make their decisions. Oftentimes, we tend to trust cooperators who did not strategically weigh the costs and benefits of cooperation and did not exert effort to collect such information before deciding whether to cooperate and tend to distrust those who did. In other words, our perception of an individual’s level of trustworthiness depends on his transgressions as much as (if not more than) the damages caused by his transgressions and whether his decision to cooperate was made deliberately or intuitively. The difficulty, as with other nonprice signals, is that trustworthiness cannot be explicitly and succinctly signaled to others: an individual could communicate that he is trustworthy, but by doing so, he would likely lessen (if not destroy) his trustworthiness; and stating that an exchange partner is trustworthy does not fully communicate one’s experience and assessment of the partner to others. Hence, people must personally experience (to signals and how they mimic the market price system. Although trustworthiness is often operationalized as creditworthiness and reputation in mainstream economics, people colloquially use trustworthiness in a way that means more than just creditworthiness, reliability and credibility. For example, most people may have viewed Hitler to be credible (in his threats) and a man of his word, but likely would not have described him to be trustworthy nor honorable. In what follows, we will give an account of how others’ trustworthiness can be discovered and learnt in the market that is, at the aggregate level, consistent with Chamlee-Wright and Storr’s (2015) discussion of creditworthiness and reputation.

14 See Hoffman, Yoeli and Nowak (2015) for a game theoretic model that incorporates motives underlying actions to examine why agents trust other agents who cooperate without calculating the costs (i.e. cooperate without looking).
some degree) each other to learn of their trustworthiness in the market as they would in the community.

Economic exchanges tend to have specific and known objectives; businesspersons meet to negotiate contracts and prices. Even in a bare bilateral negotiation process as depicted by game theorists, an agent could reveal his flexibility (or stubbornness), fairness, reasonability and empathy for his partners through the way in which he makes price offers. Partners can deduce and get a superficial sense of him through their observations of his offer-making strategy in this context.\(^\text{15}\) When this negotiation process transpires in a richer context where formal communication and informal conversations occur, partners can gather even more social information about the individual and can form deeper and more mature sentiments for him. It is in these personal interactions where business partners can truly signal their trustworthiness (beyond being reliable to execute agreements and keeping promises) through his conduct inside and outside the negotiation. Learning of a partner’s genuine trustworthiness (or untrustworthiness), a businessperson will subsequently adjust his expectations, actions and decisions to repeat (or terminate) interactions with this particular partner. Furthermore, over time, he may introduce a trustworthy partner to other trusted associates and establish a deeper friendship with his business partner. Conversely, he may warn his trusted associates

\(^{15}\) Although not directly addressed in their experiment, Choi and Storr (2015a) implies that individuals could form superficial or inarticulate opinions about trading partners’ characters through bilateral market interactions.
away from the business partner and isolate him from his social network. Either way, strong social relationships based on trust and distrust can form in market settings that also have significance in society. In a non-market social space, individuals employ similar learning mechanisms to perceive, assess and react to others’ demonstrated trustworthiness. While this explanation focuses on trustworthiness, it is also a complementary narrative to how people can learn to trust (for economic and social reasons) in markets and how small circles of trust emerge in environments with poor institutions.

In environments with well-functioning institutions, habits of trust and affirmations of others’ trustworthiness shape how they trust and behave trustworthily to strangers. In an environment where affirmations of expectations are the norm, disappointments (or transgressions) are accentuated and have asymmetrically lasting impressions on partners; businesspeople regard profit losses to be rather mundane news, but pay acute attention to news of acts of betrayal and dishonesty committed by others. Therefore, businesspersons will continue behaving trustworthily. A paradox, however, arises when we consider genuine and fake trustworthiness. Untrustworthy businesspersons, seeing the economic and social success of the trustworthy, will seek to mimic their behavior. Yet, people care about and can detect whether a decision to cooperate was intuitive or deliberate. Those who mimic trustworthiness can simulate the success of the trustworthy and thus will seek to become better at disguising their deliberateness or will
become genuinely trustworthy themselves. Either way, the market can enable individuals to discover and to socially learn to trust and to be trustworthy through market interactions.

4. Conclusion

Some degree of trust is necessary for all social and economic exchanges. However, in the current economic literature on trust and markets, the focus has been on how trust facilitates market interactions and little to no attention has been given to the social economy of trust – how market activities, interactions and outcomes shape and are shaped by trust and trustworthiness. However, there are some exceptions. Herz and Taubinsky (2015) and Brandts and Riedl (2016) experimentally studied the spillover effects of the market into society. Combined, these studies implied that market experience matters: the former study found that market experience molded the subjects’ fairness preferences; and the latter study found that competition per se does not destroy cooperation, but competition against each other does. Moreover, customer loyalty could be one mechanism through which price rigidity occurs in the market (Renner and Tyran 2004).

See Lewis (2008) for a fascinating discussion on trusting relationships as means of handling radical uncertainty and ignorance of the future and on how differential positions of authority in these relationships could contribute to an imbalance of reciprocity and give rise to relationships of dominance.
This paper argued how the market serves as a social space where people can learn to trust and about others’ trustworthiness through market interactions. To make our case, we relied on the existing Austrian economic notions of the market as a discovery process (Hayek 1945; Lavoie 1986), the market as a social space (Storr 2008; Chamlee-Wright and Storr 2015) and heterogeneous social capital (Chamlee-Wright 2008). In the pursuit of self-interest, we contended, market participants reveal crucial inarticulate social information about themselves in face-to-face market interactions that their partners observe and take into account when forming assessments of each other’s trustworthiness. This information is only realized from market interactions and exchanges; whether someone is worthy of our trust and whether we should trust cannot be answered from self-introspection and social isolation. Although we concentrated on the argument that markets are trust-promoting and trustworthiness-revealing, the ability to serve as a space to teach trust and trustworthiness is not unique to markets. Ultimately, intimate circles of trust can expand to include strangers because the market also regulates trust and trustworthiness, as it does with prices, demand and supply.

Choi and Storr (2015b) experimentally explored whether markets can serve as social spaces where individuals can learn to trust and whom to trust. They used a two-treatment, two-task design in which subjects bilaterally form price contracts in a market setting and then play trust games with their trading partners. The two treatments differed in one crucial way. While one market did not enforce any contracts, the other
enforced all contracts. More specifically, in the former treatment, subjects could defect on previously agreed upon contracts; or, alternatively stated, subjects had to purposefully decide to execute the contract in order to successfully trade. But, in the latter treatment, the market automatically executed all contracts. Results show that subjects can learn to trust and whom to trust in markets, but whether they learn depends on the type of market and on their trust game role. As second movers, subjects treated every partner equally across both treatments and only those partners who unquestionably demonstrated their trustworthiness in the treatment with defection were significantly rewarded. But as first movers, subjects trusted trustworthy partners and strangers equally across both treatments and punished the untrustworthy in the treatment with defection.

These results highlight two implications that speak to the market as an emergent process for trust and trustworthiness. First, market interactions do generate knowledge. In both treatments, markets permitted buyers and sellers to only negotiate in electronic price offers; these markets denied subjects from forming meaningful connections by strictly prohibiting rich conversations and face-to-face interactions. It is remarkable that subjects displayed and enjoyed noticeable differential trust and reciprocity in such sterile market environments. Second, well-functioning markets may not be adequate environments for individuals to learn to trust and whom to trust when the only form of communication is prices. This contradicts the narrowest interpretation of the market price mechanism as
information transmission. However, it is unclear whether prices are principally incapable of transporting knowledge about individual trustworthiness or whether the price mechanism must be combined with something else in order for prices to reflect individual trustworthiness.
APPENDIX A: ROBUSTNESS TESTS

A1. Distribution of Transfers

In our experiment, subjects earn more on net if they defect on trades than if they execute trades. Due to this “hostile” market environment, fewer positive relationships are observed compared to negative relationships. Yet examining underlying distributions of transfers by relationship type can provide further insight into our main findings that subjects behave more favorably towards those with whom they share positive relationships compared to those with whom they share negative relationships. Our results here hint that senders and responders’ behavior towards trusted individuals (i.e. positive relationships) is fundamentally dissimilar to that towards non-trusted individuals (i.e. negative and other relationships).

Pair-wise comparison of sender transfer distributions between positive and negative relationships reveal that they are statistically different (p-value = 0.014; two-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov equality of distributions test). The distribution associated with positive relationships is also statistically different from those associated with other relationship types when these three types are grouped together (p = 0.041; two-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov equality of distributions test). Indeed, distributions underlying
sender transfers in negative relationships, ties and strangers are statistically identical from each other (p > 0.36; two-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests).

![Graph: Distribution of Sender Transfers by Relationship Type](image)

**Figure A1: Distribution of Sender Transfers by Relationship Type**

Similar comparisons of distributions underlying responder transfers reinforce our key findings. Responder transfer distributions associated with positive and negative relationships are statistically different at the 1% level (p-value = 0.001; two-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov equality of distributions test). Comparing the distribution associated with positive relationships against that associated with negative relationships, ties and stranger as a group reveals they are statistically different (p = 0.001; two-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov equality of distributions test). Once again, the
three relationship types are statistically no different from each other in pair-wise comparisons (p > 0.78; two-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov equality of distributions tests).

![Figure A2: Distribution of Responder Transfers by Relationship Type](image)

**A2. A comment on gender**

In our experiment, 19 men and 15 women played the role of senders while 18 men and 16 women played the role of responders. Overall, females were less trusting than males (3.53 tokens versus 4.39 tokens), although they reciprocated with the statistically same back-transfers (30.39% versus 33.1%). Our analysis hinted that gender may, at worst, weaken our main results but does not explain our main results. We observed the same
dynamic across positive and negative relationships for men and women although the statistical significance of our tests varied across genders.

As senders, men and women transferred more when paired with someone with whom they had developed a positive relationship (6.38 and 4.43 tokens, respectively) than when paired with someone with whom they had developed a negative relationship (3.7 tokens and 3.08 tokens, respectively). As responders, men and women sent larger back-transfers when paired with someone with whom they had developed a positive relationship (49.24% and 34.86%, respectively) than when paired with someone with whom they had developed a negative relationship (28.22% and 28.88%, respectively).

While men’s behavior towards positive and negative relationships was significantly different (sender transfers $p = 0.005$; responder transfers $p = 0.011$), women treated positive and negative relationships similarly (sender transfers $p = 0.246$; responder transfers $p = 0.193$).

**A3. T-Tests**

Statistical analysis performing pairwise comparisons of relationships types using t-tests supports our main results, Results 1 and 2.
Table A1: Sender Behavior: Unpaired two-sided t-tests with unequal variances

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Relationship Types</th>
<th>Positive</th>
<th>Negative</th>
<th>Ties</th>
<th>Strangers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Positive</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negative</td>
<td>-1.907**</td>
<td>0.036</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ties</td>
<td>-1.87*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strangers</td>
<td>-1.065</td>
<td>0.842</td>
<td>0.806</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Differences between sender transfer means are reported. Standard errors are reported in parentheses.

** Significant at 1%
* Significant at 5%

Table A2: Responder Behavior: Unpaired two-sided t-tests with unequal variances

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Relationship Types</th>
<th>Positive</th>
<th>Negative</th>
<th>Ties</th>
<th>Strangers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Positive</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negative</td>
<td>-14.447***</td>
<td>3.083</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ties</td>
<td>-11.365</td>
<td>(8.209)</td>
<td>(7.681)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strangers</td>
<td>-14.94**</td>
<td>-0.492</td>
<td>-3.574</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Differences between responder transfer means are reported. Standard errors are reported in parentheses.

*** Significant at 1%
** Significant at 5%
**A4. Regression Analysis**

Our main results rely on discrete relationship types – positive, negative, ties and strangers. Yet relationship types can be redefined as a continuous variable. In Tables A3 and A4, the variable, *Positive*, is the number of successful trades as a percentage of the total number of trades that occurred between a particular seller and buyer; hence it ranges between zero and 100. We excluded stranger relationships for these regressions, as we were interested in how marginal changes in *Positive* may affect sender and responder transfer sizes. As before, sender transfers are measured in tokens while responder transfers are calculated as percentages of the respective tripled sender transfers. Regression analysis here demonstrates the robustness of the *Positive* variable across specifications for both senders and responders.

**A5. Transfer Means by Relationship Type and Demographic Group**

Demographics do not seem to drive the observed sender and responder differences between positive and negative relationships. The dynamic between transfers made in positive relationships and those made in negative relationships remained the same in all demographic groups, although sender behavior by non-US citizens was a notable exception. Figures A3 to A8 displays sender and responder transfer means across all relationship types by gender, race and nationality.
Tables A5 and A6 display results from OLS regressions and Tables A7 and A8 display results from fixed effects model, both with standard errors clustered by subject. Top row of each table indicates the specific demographic for which the regression is performed.

*Positive vs Negative* is defined as a discrete variable that equals one if a subject shared a positive relationship with a particular trading partner and zero if a subject shared a negative relationship with a particular trading partner.
Table A3: Sender Transfers on Continuous Relationship Variable and Demographic Information

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dependent Variable: Sender Transfers (Tokens)</th>
<th>(1) OLS</th>
<th>(2) OLS</th>
<th>(3) Fixed Effects</th>
<th>(4) Fixed Effects</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Positive</td>
<td>0.021***</td>
<td>0.022***</td>
<td>0.011**</td>
<td>0.02**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.009)</td>
<td>(0.009)</td>
<td>(0.005)</td>
<td>(0.01)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td></td>
<td>-0.763</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(0.931)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Citizen</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.609</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(1.32)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.214</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(0.97)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female*Positive</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-0.005</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(0.011)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Citizen*Positive</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-0.012</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(0.011)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White*Positive</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.005</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(0.012)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constant</td>
<td>3.268***</td>
<td>2.187**</td>
<td>3.558***</td>
<td>3.675***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.474)</td>
<td>(1.095)</td>
<td>(0.163)</td>
<td>(0.16)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clustering?</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R²</td>
<td>0.074</td>
<td>0.155</td>
<td>0.0742</td>
<td>0.059</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>112</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>112</td>
<td>105</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: 36 stranger relationships were excluded from this analysis. Two senders chose not to provide their demographic information, so another 5 non-stranger relationships were omitted from regressions in columns (2) and (4). Standard errors clustered by subject are reported in parentheses.

*** Significant at 1%
** Significant at 5%
Table A4: Responder Transfers on Continuous Relationship Variable and Demographic Information

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dependent Variable: Responder Transfers (%)</th>
<th>(1) OLS</th>
<th>(2) OLS</th>
<th>(3) Fixed Effects</th>
<th>(4) Fixed Effects</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Positive</td>
<td>0.15***</td>
<td>0.162***</td>
<td>0.182***</td>
<td>0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.052)</td>
<td>(0.055)</td>
<td>(0.059)</td>
<td>(0.098)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>0.954</td>
<td>0.025</td>
<td>0.025</td>
<td>0.225**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(8.389)</td>
<td></td>
<td>(0.126)</td>
<td>(0.106)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Citizen</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>0.025</td>
<td>0.025</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(8.889)</td>
<td></td>
<td>(0.12)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White</td>
<td>-4.11</td>
<td>0.225**</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(7.85 )</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Female*Positive

US Citizen*Positive

White*Positive

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Constant</th>
<th>(1) OLS</th>
<th>(2) OLS</th>
<th>(3) Fixed Effects</th>
<th>(4) Fixed Effects</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(4.07)</td>
<td>(3.58)</td>
<td>(2.067)</td>
<td>(1.886)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Clustering?</th>
<th>Yes</th>
<th>Yes</th>
<th>Yes</th>
<th>Yes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>R²</td>
<td>0.053</td>
<td>0.062</td>
<td>0.053</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>117</td>
<td>113</td>
<td>117</td>
<td>113</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: 31 stranger relationships were excluded from this analysis. A responder chose not to provide his/her demographic information, so another 4 non-stranger relationships were omitted from regressions in columns (2) and (4). Standard errors clustered by subject are reported in parentheses.

*** Significant at 1%
** Significant at 5%
Figure A3: Sender Behavior by Gender

Figure A4: Responder Behavior by Gender
Figure A5: Sender Behavior by Nationality

Figure A6: Responder Behavior by Nationality
Figure A7: Sender Behavior by Race

Figure A8: Responder Behavior by Race
Table A5: OLS Regressions of Sender Transfers on *Positive vs Negative* by Demographic Group

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dependent Variable: Sender Transfers (Token)</th>
<th>(1) Female</th>
<th>(2) Male</th>
<th>(3) US Citizen</th>
<th>(4) Non-US Citizen</th>
<th>(5) White</th>
<th>(6) Non-White</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Positive vs Negative</td>
<td>1.352</td>
<td>2.687**</td>
<td>2.567***</td>
<td>-1.167</td>
<td>2.87**</td>
<td>0.902</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(1.368)</td>
<td>(1.095)</td>
<td>(0.871)</td>
<td>(1.925)</td>
<td>(1.126)</td>
<td>(1.428)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constant</td>
<td>3.077***</td>
<td>3.698***</td>
<td>3.55***</td>
<td>2.667</td>
<td>3.559***</td>
<td>3.515***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.871)</td>
<td>(0.525)</td>
<td>(0.508)</td>
<td>(1.416)</td>
<td>(0.674)</td>
<td>(0.673)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\[ R^2 \]
\[ N_{POS} \]
\[ N_{NEG} \]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>[ R^2 ]</th>
<th>0.041</th>
<th>0.151</th>
<th>0.156</th>
<th>0.036</th>
<th>0.022</th>
<th>0.019</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[ N_{POS} ]</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[ N_{NEG} ]</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note: No demographic controls were included in these regressions. Standard errors were clustered at the subject-level.*

***Significant at 1%**

**Significant at 5%**
Table A6: OLS Regressions of Responder Transfers on Positive vs Negative by Demographic Group

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dependent Variable: Responder Transfers (%)</th>
<th>(1) Female</th>
<th>(2) Male</th>
<th>(3) US Citizen</th>
<th>(4) Non-US Citizen</th>
<th>(5) White</th>
<th>(6) Non-White</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(6.151)</td>
<td>(7.369)</td>
<td>(5.54)</td>
<td>(13.15)</td>
<td>(7.318)</td>
<td>(5.819)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( R^2 )</td>
<td>0.011</td>
<td>0.133</td>
<td>0.068</td>
<td>0.096</td>
<td>0.152</td>
<td>0.014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( N_{POS} )</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( N_{NEG} )</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: No demographic controls were included in these regressions. Standard errors were clustered at the subject-level.

*** Significant at 1%
** Significant at 5%
Table A7: Fixed Effects Regressions of Sender Transfers on Positive vs Negative by Demographic Group

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dependent Variable: Sender Transfers (Token)</th>
<th>(1) Female</th>
<th>(2) Male</th>
<th>(3) US Citizen</th>
<th>(4) Non-US Citizen</th>
<th>(5) White</th>
<th>(6) Non-White</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Positive vs Negative</td>
<td>0.794</td>
<td>1.2**</td>
<td>0.921</td>
<td>1.24</td>
<td>1.067</td>
<td>0.844</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.894)</td>
<td>(0.567)</td>
<td>(0.675)</td>
<td>(1.000)</td>
<td>(0.857)</td>
<td>(0.791)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constant</td>
<td>3.272***</td>
<td>4.043***</td>
<td>4.143***</td>
<td>2.063***</td>
<td>4.085***</td>
<td>3.53***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.313)</td>
<td>(0.132)</td>
<td>(0.198)</td>
<td>(0.25)</td>
<td>(0.25)</td>
<td>(0.211)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| R²                                           | 0.041      | 0.151    | 0.156          | 0.036             | 0.168    | 0.019        |
| NPOS                                         | 14         | 13       | 22             | 4                 | 14       | 12           |
| NNEG                                         | 26         | 43       | 53             | 12                | 34       | 33           |

*Note: No demographic controls were included in these. Standard errors were clustered at the subject-level.*

***Significant at 1%
** Significant at 5%
Table A8: Fixed Effects Regressions of Responder Transfers on Positive vs Negative by Demographic Group

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dependent Variable: Responder Transfers (%)</th>
<th>(1) Female</th>
<th>(2) Male</th>
<th>(3) US Citizen</th>
<th>(4) Non-US Citizen</th>
<th>(5) White</th>
<th>(6) Non-White</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Positive vs Negative</td>
<td>24.676***</td>
<td>16.862</td>
<td>22.687***</td>
<td>10.767</td>
<td>33.309***</td>
<td>12.186</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constant</td>
<td>23.818***</td>
<td>29.63***</td>
<td>26.904***</td>
<td>32.385**</td>
<td>18.237***</td>
<td>34.988***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(1.669)</td>
<td>(3.437)</td>
<td>(1.636)</td>
<td>(8.633)</td>
<td>(2.708)</td>
<td>(2.176)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| R²                                          | 0.011      | 0.133    | 0.068          | 0.096             | 0.152   | 0.014       |
| NPOS                                        | 13         | 17       | 21             | 6                 | 17      | 13          |
| NNEG                                        | 35         | 33       | 58             | 9                 | 38      | 30          |

*Note*: No demographic controls were included in these regressions. Standard errors were clustered at the subject-level.

***Significant at 1%
**Significant at 5%

A6. A comment on last interactions

Our analysis suggests that a person’s last interaction with a particular trader can affect the subsequent trusting behavior of individuals. This is understandable. Whether business partnerships end amicably or sourly when contracts expire may influence a person’s view of his relationship with his former partner. If a person’s overall experience with their partner was positive (i.e. it generated profits and was mostly pleasant) but the relationship ended on bad terms, he may subsequently categorize the relationship as negative and may not engage in future business with his former partner. A business...
relationship ending on bad terms might also poison any non-business relationship that developed between the parties. A similar analogy could be made for friendships and family bonds that were largely positive but ended on poor terms.

Senders transferred more to those with whom they experienced an executed trade in their last interaction than to those with whom they experienced a defected trade in their last interaction (5.33 tokens compared to 3.55 tokens; Mann-Whitney test $p = 0.013$; Kruskal-Wallis test $p = 0.05$). Statistically, behavior towards relationships defected (last) trades was no different from strangers (i.e. no trades), implying that subjects do not differentiate between negative and neutral sentiments in our environment (3.55 tokens compared to 4.31 tokens; Mann-Whitney test $p = 0.35$).

Last interactions matter for responders. Responders transferred more to partners whom they experienced an executed trade in their last interaction (41.4% compared to 29.65%; Mann-Whitney test $p = 0.025$; Kruskal-Wallis test $p = 0.047$). Like senders, responders treated relationships with defected (last) trades no differently from strangers (30% compared to 28.07%; Mann-Whitney test $p = 0.732$).
Table A9: Sender Behavior by Last Trade Status

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Last Trade Status</th>
<th>Observations</th>
<th>Transfer Average (Tokens)</th>
<th>Standard Error</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Executed</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>5.33</td>
<td>0.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Defected</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>3.55</td>
<td>0.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No Trade (Strangers)</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>4.31</td>
<td>0.72</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure A9: Sender Behavior by Last Trade Status
Table A10: Responder Behavior by Last Trade Status

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Last Trade Status</th>
<th>Observations</th>
<th>Transfer Average (%)</th>
<th>Standard Error</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Executed</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>41.4</td>
<td>4.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Defected</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>29.65</td>
<td>2.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No Trade (Strangers)</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>28.07</td>
<td>4.65</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure A10: Responder Behavior by Last Trade Status
APPENDIX B: INSTRUCTIONS FOR TRADING AND TRUST GAME

WELCOME!

Please turn off all electronic devices if you have not done so and place them in your bags or under your desk. Throughout the experiment, please do not talk to anybody else and there must be absolute silence. If you have any questions, please raise your hand and the experimenter will come to personally assist you.

Thank you for participating in this experiment. By showing up on time, you have automatically earned a $5 on-time payment. At the end of the study, you will be paid privately in cash.

Experimental Name (i.e. Alias)

Today, you will be randomly assigned an alias by the computer at the beginning of the experiment. You will keep the same alias throughout today’s experiment. Please do not share this alias with other participants. Your real name will never be revealed to anyone or recorded in this study and will only be known by your alias throughout this study.

The Experiment

You will perform two tasks. These instructions will describe your First Task. Instructions for the Second Task will be provided to you after the First Task is finished. The experimenter will provide you with a record sheet before the start of the first paid round of each task. After each round ends, make sure to fill out each column with the appropriate information. These record sheets will be used during your final cash payment process at the end of the experiment, so please make sure to write legibly.
First Task

The Game

You will play a market game. There are two roles in this game – buyer and seller. You will play this game for 11 trading rounds (1 practice round and 10 paid rounds) and each trading round lasts 2.5 minutes. The market consists of 4 buyers and 4 sellers and you will be randomly assigned to one of these roles at the beginning of the first paid round. Your role will never change throughout this task.

*Flow Chart: Overview of what happens in each round*

**Stage 1**
- Computer randomly gives a cash/cost value to each participant

**Stage 2**
- Buyers and sellers negotiate prices by making offers to each other

**Stage 3**
- If you successfully traded:
  - **Offer creators**: Decides whether to execute or disregard the trade
  - **Offer recipients**: Views what they would earn if offer creator executes and disregards the trade

**Stage 4**
- Displays relevant information for your record sheet

At the beginning of each round, each buyer will be given some cash (in experimental dollars) and each seller will be given one unit of a good and a production cost. The buyer’s objective is to purchase a unit of good from a seller at a price less than or equal to his cash. The seller’s objective is to sell his good to a buyer at a price greater than or equal to his cost. This is achieved by negotiating; buyers can only make offers to sellers (e.g. “I would like to buy your good at the price of E$54.”) and sellers can only make
offers to buyers (e.g. “I would like to sell my good at the price of E$54.”) You can negotiate as many times with whomever you wish within a round. The only restrictions are (1) you can have at most one successful trade at the end of each round and (2) you can only have one open offer at a time. The next section will describe how you can accept, reject or withdraw offers.

Note that cash and cost values are your private information and no one will ever know your value. You will receive a new number at the beginning of each round. The computer will randomly choose a number between E$10 and E$100 and each value has an equal chance of being chosen.

In each trading round, you earn positive round profits by successfully trading with someone. When a buyer successfully purchases a good, his round profits is calculated as his cash minus the negotiated price. When a seller successfully sells his good, his round profits is calculated as the negotiated price minus his cost. If you do not successfully make a trade during a round, your round profits will be zero. But there is one other way with which you may earn zero profits.

Once a trade has successfully occurred, the person who sent the offer always has a choice to execute or disregard this trade. For example, suppose you are a seller and a buyer has accepted your offer. If you decide to execute this trade, both you and your trading partner will earn round profits as described in the above paragraph. But if you decide to disregard this trade, your round profit will be the negotiated price plus E$10 while your partner’s round profit will be zero. Similarly, suppose you are a buyer and a seller has accepted your offer. If you decide to disregard the trade, your round profit will be your cash plus E$10 while your partner’s round profit will be zero. (Again, both you and your partner will earn round profits as described above if you decide to execute this trade.)

The round ends when the computer displays your partner’s name, his execute/disregard decision (if applicable) and your round profit. A new trading round will begin with everyone receiving a new cash or cost value. Any successful trades in previous trading rounds will not affect your subsequent round profits.
Example:

Consider a case where a buyer is endowed with E$75 and a seller’s cost value is E$10. Suppose they successfully completed a trade and their negotiated trade price is E$54.

- If the trade is executed, the buyer’s round profit is $E75 - E$54 = $E21 and the seller’s round profit is $E54 - E$10 = $E44.

- Suppose the buyer made the offer and decided to disregard the trade.
  The buyer’s round profit is $E75 + E$10 = $E85 and the seller’s round profit is $E0.

- Suppose the seller made the offer and decided to disregard the trade.
  The seller’s round profit is $E54 + E$10 = $E64 and the buyer’s round profit is $E0.

- If this buyer and seller do not successfully trade with anyone, their round profits will be E$0.

Cash Payment from Second Task

At the end of the experiment, one round will be randomly chosen to determine your cash payment from the First Task. Every 5 experimental dollars from this task will be worth 2 US dollars.

*Do not talk or indicate in any way to your fellow participants that may reveal your experimental identity.*
How to Play the Game

1. How to make offers using Offer Creation box

As a buyer, you can only negotiate with sellers and likewise for sellers. To send an offer, enter a number next to “Your Offer” and select a specific participant as the recipient. (In the example on the right, the possible recipients are A, B, C and D.) When you are sure with your offer, click “Submit Offer.”

Remember your objective is to make a positive profit. As a buyer, your offer cannot be higher than the cash you hold. As a seller, your offer cannot be lower than your cost. Besides these restrictions, you are allowed to make any offers.

**However, you can only send one offer at a time.** This means that any offer you send must first be either accepted or rejected by the recipient or withdrawn (i.e. cancelled by yourself) before you can send another offer.
2. How to identify offers using “Your Open Offers” Table

Whenever you make and receive offers, these offers will appear in your open offers table. No one else in the room can ever see your offers. The “From” column displays the creators of offers (i.e. the person who sent the offer) and the “To” column displays the recipients of the offers. The “Offer Price” column displays the price proposed by the creators of the offers. For example, the first row of the table above shows an offer sent from Participant A to you for a proposed price of E$34.

You can check the status of the offers by looking at the rightmost column. There are 5 possible statuses:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Status</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Open Offer</td>
<td>If you sent this offer, it has not been accepted or rejected by the recipient.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>If you received this offer, you have not yet accepted or rejected this offer.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rejected by Recipient</td>
<td>This offer has been rejected by the recipient.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Traded</td>
<td>This offer has been accepted and a trade has successfully occurred.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Withdrawn</td>
<td>The creator of this offer has withdrawn the offer.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Offer Expired</td>
<td>The creator or recipient of this offer has successfully traded with someone else for this round.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Returning to the “Your Open Offers” table above, the “Offer Status” column shows that you have rejected an offer of E$34 from Participant A and accepted an offer of E$74 from Participant F.

3. How to reject and accept offers sent to you

When you receive offers, you can reject or accept them using the buttons located at the bottom of “Your Open Offers” table.

To reject an offer, first click on the offer price you want to reject. (The row will highlight blue.) Then click the “Reject” button. The status of the offer will then change from “Open Offer” to “Rejected by recipient.” You cannot reject your own offers.

Accepting an offer sent to you is a 3 step process. You must follow these steps in order to make sure your trade is properly recorded by the computer.

   a. Click on the offer price you wish to accept. (The row will highlight blue.) Then click the “Accept” button. The status of the offer will change from “Open Offer” to “Traded.”

   b. Go to the Offer Creation box. Answer “Are you sure you want to permanently leave the market for this round?” with a “Yes” and click the “Confirm Market Exit” button.

   c. Click the red “Finished” button at the bottom of your screen.

You can only accept one offer per round. In other words, you can successfully trade once per round.

4. How to identify who has left the market

At some point, you may want to find out who has left the market either because you have been waiting on a recipient to respond (i.e. accept or reject) your offer or because you want to make a new offer to a
new recipient. You can check who has left the market by looking at the “Buyers/Sellers who have left the market” table such as the one seen below. During the task, buyers will only see sellers’ aliases in this table and, similarly, sellers will only see buyers’ aliases.

5. Withdrawing offers you have sent

During the game, you may want to withdraw the offers you have sent. In order to do so, click on the relevant offer price and click the “Withdraw button.”

Unfortunately, due to the limitations of the software, you must also withdraw the offer you have sent if its status changes to “Offer Expired” or “Rejected by Recipient” if you want to continue making offers. This means that you must withdraw the offers you have sent first before you use the “Offer creation” box to make another offer.

6. As an offer creator, how to execute or disregard a trade

Once the negotiation stage is over, the computer will move you onto a new decision screen if you were able to successfully trade. On this screen, offer creators are asked whether or not they wish to execute the trade and the computer lists the profits you could earn if you execute the trade and if you disregard the trade. More specifically, the computer will give a seller an “opportunity to decide whether or not you will deliver the good after receiving payment” and will give a buyer an “opportunity to decide whether or not you will pay your partner after he delivers the good.”

Answer the question, “Would you like to deliver the good after you receive payment?” / “Would you like to pay your partner after you receive the good?” with a “Yes” if you wish to execute (i.e. go through with) the trade and with a “No” if you wish to disregard (i.e. not go through with) the trade. After you are confident with your answer, you must click the “Continue” button at the bottom of the screen.

Offer recipients will see what they could earn if their partner executes the trade and if he disregards the trade, but will not be asked to make the execute/disregard decision.

If you were not able to successfully trade with no one, the computer will simply show you a screen that states you did not trade with anyone.
Second Task

The Game

There are two roles of players in this game – Player 1 and Player 2. You will each be randomly assigned to one of these two roles and will then play this game with 4 players in the other role. Every player will be endowed with 10 tokens at the beginning of the game for each paired partner.

First, Player 1 will be given the opportunity to transfer some, all or none of his 10 tokens to Player 2. (Player 1’s transfer is represented by $x$ in the diagram.) Then, the experimenter will multiply $x$ by 3 before it is sent to Player 2.

Second, Player 2 will observe Player 1’s tripled transfer and then have an opportunity to transfer some, all or none of this amount back to Player 1. (Player 2’s transfer is represented by $y$ in the diagram.) To minimize confusion, the computer will only display the tripled transfer on Player 2’s decision screen.

The game then ends once Player 2 completes her transfer.

As Player 1, each of your transfers must be between and including 0 and 10 tokens. As Player 2, each of your transfers must be less than or equal to the tripled transfer sent by your respective Player 1.
Your Token Earnings

For each of your partners, your earnings will be calculated by the computer and will be privately displayed on your screen. For your information, your earnings will be calculated in the following way.

Player 1’s round earnings are the endowment of 10 tokens minus the number of tokens sent to Player 2 plus the number of tokens sent back by Player 2. (Alternatively, it is expressed as $10 - x + y$.)

Player 2’s round earnings are his endowment of 10 tokens plus the number of tokens sent by Player 1 minus the number of tokens sent back to Player 1. (Alternatively, it is expressed as $10 + 3x - y$.)

**Example 1**
Suppose Player 1 transfers 2 tokens to Player 2: $x = 2$ tokens
Before this transfer reaches Player 2, it is tripled by the experimenter: $3x = 6$ tokens
Then, Player 2 can send any amount between and including 0 and 6 tokens back to Player 1.

If Player 2 decides to send back 3 tokens, Player 1 will earn:

$$10 - 2 + 3 = 11 \text{ tokens}$$

Player 2 will earn:

$$10 + 6 - 3 = 13 \text{ tokens}$$

$0 \leq y \leq 6$
Example 2

Suppose Player 1 transfers 9 tokens to Player 2: \( x = 9 \) tokens
Before this transfer reaches Player 2, it is tripled by the experimenter: \( 3x = 27 \) tokens
Then, Player 2 can send any amount between and including 0 and 27 tokens back to Player 1.

If Player 2 decides to send back 19 tokens, Player 1 will earn:
\[
10 - 9 + 19 = 20 \text{ tokens}
\]
Player 2 will earn: \( 10 + 27 - 19 = 18 \text{ tokens} \)

Details about this Game

- You will play this game once with each of your 4 partners. This means that you will be endowed with 10 tokens for each partner. If you are Player 1, each of your transfers must be between and including 0 and 10 tokens and may not exceed 10 tokens.
- All 4 games will all be played simultaneously.
- All of your interactions are private. This means that no one but you and your paired partner will ever know the results of your private interaction. (For example, if you are partnered with Justin and Andrew, only you and Justin will know the results of your private interaction. Likewise, only you and Andrew will know the results of your private interaction. Justin will never find out your decision for Andrew and vice versa. Similarly, you will never know the results of Justin and Andrew's private interaction.)
• **There will be no practice rounds for this task.** For your reference, sample screenshots will be provided for you after the experimenter finishes reading these instructions.

• *Again, remember to fill out your record sheet at the end of each round. This record sheet will be used during your final cash payment process at the end of the experiment.*

**At the end of this Task**

The computer will display some questions on your screen as part of the post-experiment survey. Please answer these questions to the best of your ability. The rest of the post-experiment survey will be provided to you by the experimenter after this task is finished.

**Cash Payment from the Second Task**

At the end of the experiment, a partner will be randomly chosen and you will be paid according to how much you earned while being paired to this partner. Your token earnings will be converted using an exchange rate of 1 US dollar to 3 tokens.

*Do not talk or indicate in any way to your fellow participants that may reveal your experimental identity.*
APPENDIX C: POST-EXPERIMENT EXIT SURVEY

Survey

Thank you for participating in this experiment. Please take the time to answer the following questions to the best of your ability. Remember your name will never be revealed to anyone and your survey answers cannot be traced back to your name. Your answers will be used for this study only.

1. What is your age?

2. What is your gender?

   Female          Male

3. What is your major at George Mason University?

   (a) Accounting   (b) Biology   (c) Business Administration and Management
       (d) Communications (e) Economics  (f) Psychology
       (g) Others (Please specify): ________________________________

4. Which year are you in your current program at George Mason University?

   (a) Freshman     (b) Sophomore   (c) Junior
       (d) Senior       (e) Graduate Student (f) Other (Please specify): ______________
5. What is your country of citizenship?

6. What do you consider your racial or ethnic background to be? (You may circle more than one category)
   (a) Caucasian/White   (b) African-American/Black   (c) Latin American/Hispanic
   (d) South Asian       (e) Far/South-eastern Asian
   (f) Others (Please specify): __________________________________________

7. Have you participated in an economic experiment prior to today’s experiment?
   YES NO

8. Regarding your fellow participants today, how many of them did you personally know prior to this experiment?

   0  1  2  3 or more

   If so, which of these best describes your relationship? (E.g. Friend, acquaintance, family, etc.)
9. Please help us better understand your decisions. How did you make them in the First and Second Tasks?
10. On the next page, you will see a list of 10 decisions. Each decision will be a paired choice between "Option A" and "Option B," just you see on the next page. Your task is to determine whether you prefer the lottery represented by Option A or the lottery represented by Option B for each decision row. But only one of them will be used in the end to determine your earnings. Before you start making your ten choices, please let me explain how these choices will affect your earnings for this part of the experiment. Please note that you will only be paid for this part of the experiment if and only if you complete this survey.

A 10-sided die that will be used to determine payoffs; the faces are numbered from 1 to 10 (the "0" face of the die will serve as 10.) After you have made all of your choices and survey, we will throw this die twice in the room next door: once to select one of the ten decisions to be used and a second time to determine what your payoff is for the option you chose, A or B, for the particular decision selected. Even though you will make 10 decisions, only one of these will end up affecting your earnings, but you will not know in advance which decision will be used. Obviously, each decision has an equal chance of being used in the end.

For example, please look at Decision Row 1 in the table. Option A will pay $2.00 with 10% chance and it will pay $1.60 with 90% chance. Option B will yield $3.85 with 10% chance and it will pay $0.10 with 90% chance. As another example, please look at Decision Row 2. Option A will pay $2.00 with 20% chance and it will pay $1.60 with 80% chance. Option B will yield $3.85 with 20% chance and it will pay $0.10 with 80% chance.

The other decisions are similar, except that as you move down the table, the chances of the higher payoff for each option increase. In fact, as you will see in the next screen, Decision Row 10 will yield the highest payoff for sure, so your choice will be between $2.00 and $3.85.

For each decision row, you must choose between Option A and Option B. You may choose A for some decisions rows and B for other rows. Once you make a decision, you will make check marks in the middle of the table to represent your choices. Check the box on the left for A or the box on the right for B.

Please raise your hand if you have any questions.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Option A</th>
<th>Option B</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1/10 of $2.00, 9/10 of $1.60</td>
<td>1/10 of $3.85, 9/10 of $0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2/10 of $2.00, 8/10 of $1.60</td>
<td>2/10 of $3.85, 8/10 of $0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3/10 of $2.00, 7/10 of $1.60</td>
<td>3/10 of $3.85, 7/10 of $0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4/10 of $2.00, 6/10 of $1.60</td>
<td>4/10 of $3.85, 6/10 of $0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5/10 of $2.00, 5/10 of $1.60</td>
<td>5/10 of $3.85, 5/10 of $0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6/10 of $2.00, 4/10 of $1.60</td>
<td>6/10 of $3.85, 4/10 of $0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7/10 of $2.00, 3/10 of $1.60</td>
<td>7/10 of $3.85, 3/10 of $0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8/10 of $2.00, 2/10 of $1.60</td>
<td>8/10 of $3.85, 2/10 of $0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9/10 of $2.00, 1/10 of $1.60</td>
<td>9/10 of $3.85, 1/10 of $0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10/10 of $2.00, 0/10 of $1.60</td>
<td>10/10 of $3.85, 0/10 of $0.10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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